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Sonic Acts Xi, Audio-video In Dvd
Bertram Niessen

easily from different platforms, to
festivals, dvds, magazines and
webprojects.

Sonic Acts is an electronic art festival
set in Amsterdam , made of
conferences,
concert
and
performance and everything is in
between. This year it took place in 2
historical location in Amsterdam ,
ParadisO and De Balie, with lecturers
as Arjen Mulde, Ben Fry, Golan Levin
and Casey Reas.

.

Watching carefully to the dvd a first
positive impact come from Karl
Klomp/Toktek,with a curious, but a
little bit scary, distortion of an easy tv
loop. The language is not so
innovative, but noise, words and ironic
are able to create a small jewel.
Another great project is Rotor
composed output 3, by Brecht
Debackere and Boris Debackere, a
motionless journey in a flaming
spherical machine. We talked some
months ago on Digimag about 200
Nanowebbers by Semiconductors on
Double Adaptor’s music, and the
audience in Milan could attend the
show during an exhibition curate by
Care of.

We talked for a while with Lucas van
der Velden and Gideon Kiers. The first
one is the artistic director of Sonic
Acts, while the other one is one of the
3 curators. Together they worked on
the Sonic Acts XI DVD, eleventh
chapter of the best audio video
production of the festival. They both
are into Telcosystems, artistic project
about the construction of
collaborative audiovisual systems.
Just to point out the vitality of this
scene and its protagonists, that move
3

But maybe the most incisive work of
the whole dvd is Berlin , by Karl
Kliem/Diesenstelle, on music by Alva
Noto and Ryuichi Sakamoto. A sphere
is pulsing over thready seas and every
sound element is connected to a
video act. This is one of the main
aspect of Diesenstelle (if you are
interested, take a look to all the
previous works, but the audience at
the Dissonanze could watch
something very interesting in the
audio video section by Digicult).

should be present at the show to get
all its potential. That is the same for
Feld, by Granular Synthesis, a number
of grand mal screens that look
powerless on a single monitor.
Anyway, the dvd is an interesting
scenic. The only negative aspect is the
audiovisual set desktop (znc browser
2.0 by Peter Luining and OSX tiger
desktop live by Jodi)

.

Bertram Niessen: How did you choose
the artists? What id the concept
behind the selection?

.

Another chapter is about describing
performances and shows, which are
very interesting considering the
difference between being there and
watching them on a dvd. The
recording of Ursunography by Jaap
Blonk and Golan Levin, textual-voca-visual exhibition in which words fly
around the performer’s head. 4413 by
Mateusz Herczka is really curious, it is
a installation made through projecting
a crazy journey in Holland on a
widescreen. But Unfortunately we

Lucas e Gideon: We have chosen to
present a broad range of audiovisual
computerworks which we feel need
special attention. Almost all artists on
the DVD played at the festival in
recent years, a few never did but they
are on our wish list for the future. The
idea was to give an overview of the
current state of (audio)visual / live
cinema / computer art. Of course
another criterium for us was to show
pieces which we like and want to
4

push forward.
Bertram Niessen: What do you think
about the international scene?DO you
think that there is an increasing
number of live performances?
Lucas e Gideon: We feel it is a very
lively and challenging area. Allthough
a lot of progress has been made, there
is still much further to go. In terms of
context (the optimal environment to
show/perform the pieces), in terms of
technology (instruments for realtime
a/v), in terms of presentation
(communication
with
and
involvement of the audience) and of
course in terms of quality
(composition, originality, etc.). As
technology gets cheaper more people
have access to the production tools
and the field broadens or is enforced
as you say, yes. At the same time we
must not forget that this is not a new
field.. Electronic audiovisual art has
been with us for over 50 years.. So as
a festival we also feel a responsibility
to show both the artists and the
audience where they are coming
from.

.

Bertram Niessen: Do you think that
being both artists and curators
influenced you choice?
Lucas e Gideon: Yes, we are both part
of Telcosystems as well. It is great to
have this way to promote the things
we feel are important. Organising a
festival, putting together an exhibition
or dvd or book, it’s all the same in a
way… It is a great way to meet other
artists and to show the world things
they have not seen before and need
to see urgently!.

www.sonicacts.com
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Pfadfinderei, First Class Digital Shit
Silvia Bianchi

project, Labland. We interview them
at the Ultrabeat Out festival, which
took place in Rome on June the 3 rd
and 4 th at the EUR.

For those who are interested in
audiovisuals and vjing, Pfadfinderei
needs no presentations. For those
who are not so used to move between
clubs and festivals or just don’t pay
attention to the screen in the clubs (At
Sonar, Pfadfinderei were on the
Sonarclub screens), well, Pfadfinderei
is a 7 graphic designers, video artists
group from Berlin .

.

Silvia Bianchi: You have a lot of fans in
Italy . Everyone think to know you,
your career, but it often isn’t so. How
does the project Pfadfinderei begin?
Pfadfinderei: My point of view is
actually Pfadfinderei started as a print
design agency with like doing flyers,
logos and record labels for a small
indipendent electronic music label
from Berlin and then because there
was a very strong visual scene in
Berlin at the beginning of the ’90s,
when the wall came down, we were
kind of the second generation of
visualizers and we were very strong
influenced by like factory design and

Born in 1998 it is both a design studio
and one of the greatest visual artists
crew. Creators of graphic image of the
recording label B-PitchControl, they
have being into international vjing for
years. Their style is vestorial graphic,
typography and motion graphic in a
unique combination.
Their long collaboration with
Modeselktor bring them to public for
the paris Dalbin and audio video
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stuff like that, and that’s where we are
from and why our language is always
very strong and sharp anyway we try
to do not this mash up of all kind of
sample or stuff like many other visual
artist. What I’d want to point out is
that we try to separate from all this
kind of sampling images stuff that we
have at the beginning of the 90′s and
try to spread a certain kind of style of
Pfadfinderei, this is our aim, our go.

east Berlin, because we had huge
house over there, we had huge spaces
where you could like build clubs and
those were not posh clubs like in the
70′s and 80′s like even in Paris or
London, but was a kind of new
innovating clubs, because there was
so much space and so much room
that there was a need for visualizing
the room, there was a need to do
something with the room because
there were no interiors sometimes
since twenty years and so visual
artists came trought the scene. And
this was like the first generation of
visual artists, they worked many with
slide projectors and monitors because
the old bima’s things there weren’t so
abfront.

Silvia Bianchi: How is the berlin scene
now?
Pfadfinderei: When in the 1989 the
wall came down there was movement
at the beginning of the 90′s where
very many off scene clubs open in

7

Silvia Bianchi: Which is your
relationship with audiovideo and
vjing?
Pfadfinderei: Actually our main skills
we got in a party series that we
started four years ago, in a club called
Kurvenstar, and there we did our own
show, with our own musicians, with
some djs, some bands, some live acts,
and one of them was Modeselektor
and the show in Kurvenstar was called
Lab-style. And it was a weekly series,
like every thursday in Berlin you could
go to Kurvenstar and see like
audiovisual performances. It was the
beginning of the collaboration with
Mode-selektor, afterwards we were
contacted by Eric Dalbin, from Paris
and he asked us to product a dvd, 60
minutes of the collaboration of
Mode-selektor and our staff together.
And that was like the first product
that we did, it was like an audiovisual
setting, we knew Mode-selektor from
long time before because we had
been jamming together in Kurvenstar
and then there was Eric Dalbin, and he
push us forward to release a dvd, to
release an album. And this happened
on the last year and so we took by
two months off to work on this album,
and this collaboration which emerges
to the dvd called Labland was the first
output of that. For this album we did
like an entire show, like a stage show
we played in theatres and stuff and
we did a tour trought France.

.

After the years of the mid 90′s there
was like a second generation of visual
artists featured by the use of the
lasptop as working instrument, and
influenced by new technologies and
computer graphics. I think that we
belong to this second generation of
visual artists that had really tried to
push things forward, and nowadays
we have already a third generation of
visual artists, right now in Berlin you
have about maybe 40 or 50 visual
artist crew and they phone together
and meet every week, and there is a
very vivid culture about that, because
there is the space over there, this is
the key. In Berlin, I mean, if you have
an empty cellar and you can make it a
club, and there is a dj, there is
somebody providing the interiors,
there is somebody providing the
visual arts for it, and you can go out
every week-end to club you haven’t
been before and see really amazing
things.
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music and it is such as an audiovisual
on demand. You have to transfer the
music from the dj into the visuals, and
it’s kind of interesting always because
sometimes you like the music of the
djs and sometimes you don’t,
yesterday especially was perfect
because we really liked the music.

.

Labland is like an audiovisual product
because it shows the roots where we
come from musically and visually and
if you ask us about our favourite
collaboration it is with Modeselektor.
The thing that makes the difference
between this and club thing is that
Labland is what we call “visual- music”
, the meaning behind is that music
and pictures grow up at the same
time, so musician and visual artist are
working on one thing in the same field
in the same time and make it
happens. It is really like a ping-pong
match where the musician gives us
different tracks and different sketches
of the tracks and then we make visual
for it and then we shown it to them
and they come back with a different
version of the music, the dvd has
grown up like this.

.

Silvia Bianchi: Have you already
worked with Thomas Brinkmann?
Pfadfinderei: No, not really but the
style of music really fits to us and you
know it is always a challenge, if you
are a good vj your job is to go out and
to hear the music and translate it into
visual, the decision of which picture
you choose, of the rythm you choose
is all life and this is what makes a
good vj. The task of the vj is to be able
to feel the music anyway and
translate it into picture, to hear and
react , this is what we like and what
make us Pfadfinderei.

On the other hand is very important
for us to play with several djs which
you had not selected before, because
you are only like booked, and then
you just arrive and check the dj and

9

www.dalbin.com/en/
www.myspace.com/pfadfinderei

www.pfadfinderei.com/
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Andreas Schlegel, Structure And Design
Fabio Franchino

Andreas expressly alerts “you give,
you get, you leave some traces”.
His collaboration with a recent historic
group of digital design such as
art+com has not happened by chance.
Funded in the far-off (in terms of
frenetic development of technologies
and new media) 1998, the German
factory, established by Joachim
Sauter has always aimed at working
with computers trusting from the
beginning that professional crossover
which today pushes many designers
up to the threshold of artistic
programming, coining the expression
computational design which is now so
much used and abused.

Andreas Schlegel, aka sojamo,
devotes to computational design for
one of the most important production
and experimentation realties of
interactive solutions with the new
media: art+com of Berlin. His studies
and his professional career define him
today as a communication designer, a
perfect multimedia engineer, besides
being an artist whose interests are
addressed to a generation of images
in real- time motion, sensitive spaces,
as well as to the communication
dynamics within virtual networks.
In his web site there are plenty of
works and experiments concerning
interface design in its wide meaning,
each one of which deserving to be
seen. Remarkable is the operation of
data collecting within the site which
keeps trace, in a quite detailed way, of
all the activities of the surfers, as

.

Those are all elements present in the
works of Andreas Schlegel, I had the
chance to speak with on the subject
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of the procedural and generative art,
as well as of his job as a designer and
programmer within art+com.

attitude of generative methodologies,
even if in different epochs, disciplines
and backgrounds.

Fabio Franchino: me about your idea
of generative art.

All of them have in common the will
to work with systems which offer
spaces and higher creative and
interpretative chances. My job
consists mostly of creating software
and building systems of rules and
instructions. In my job, a project is
always made up of the gathering of
small already- existing elements,
which are connected by the code
creating this way an aesthetic system.
My approach to visual is definitely
influenced by my graphic designer
background and by my interest in
visual art.

Andreas Schlegel: Generative art
meant both as practice and theory,
has certainly a major role in my job.
Anyway, I do not consider myself an
expert on this matter. I especially find
it interesting the concept of structure
which lies behind the work and the
final result. Kandisky, Malevitch, Cage,
Xenakis, LeWitt, Nicolai and many
others have inspired me a lot,
particularly because all of them, even
if in different ways, have pursued the
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me, either. A real involvement for the
observer very often lacks and this
can’t be replaced by the only
explanation of methodology. I
personally appreciate generative
works making use of real data such as
inputs, to explain and visualize a
certain environment, making it more
comprehensible for the observer. In
this case, I am a happy observer and
consumer of the work.

.

Fabio Franchino: Do you think that
generative
attitudes
and
methodologies can somehow
influence the traditional creative
process, rather then remaining
relegated to a single range of
research?
Andreas Schlegel: I think real changes
may occur on the condition that there
were a real interest from companies
and institutions. Procedural systems
are now present in the sphere of
artistic research and in educational
environments. I think the commercial
sphere is an important factor in order
to change things, to make people
desire something new and therefore
to get a real change of course in the
world of creativity. I think it is still very
difficult to explain the advantages of
procedural systems to a wider public,
which includes potential clients too.

.

Fabio Franchino: You are working with
Art+Com as a computationaldesigner. Can you explain us your role
in a typical project ordered and your
approach to start and to carry out
such a project?
Andreas Schlegel: Yes, I am currently
working for art+com as a designer,
devoting especially to interfaces and
computational design. I consider the
definition of computational design
wide, concerning different design
sectors, where the main tool is the
computer and the use of the code.

Using the definition of generative
practice to explain the meaning of a
generative project doesn’t convince
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The way to approach a new project is
very similar to the traditional one,
which bases first of all on the concept
of an idea and then on the phase of
presentation of the prototype using
processing and other graphic
software applications. After the
presentation, the project undergoes

the productive stage where other
subjects and professionalisms
intervene.

www.sojamo.de
www.artcom.de
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Future Fashion Show: Wearing The Future
Simona Brusa

represented on the scene of this
fashion show and on the exhibition at
the Leopolda Station of Pisa the day
after.
The works presented at the show
have been divided into 4 categories:
Communicative, Adaptive, Fun ed
Expressive. In the Adaptive section,
(cloths adapting to the context in
constant mutation making our life
more comfortable and safe)
(re)connect by Kate Hartman
(Interactive Telecommunications
Program, NYU, USA), strikes my
attention: an oversize plush jacket
provided with a conductive tissue,
sticks and little motors producing
vibes. A simple idea but quite relevant
to the concept of cloth as a protection
from the external world: in this case,
the jacket serves as a screen for the
surrounding chaos. Assuming natural
postures, such as the act of folding
arms, the model closes the internal
circuit activating a subtle vibe
operating on the upper part of the
body. The widespread aptic sensation
helps on focusing on yourself and on
your own sensations, on withdrawing
into the privacy of your physical and
mental space.

The Future Fashion Show, the fashion
show-happening of wearable
technologies, took place the 20th and
the 21st of May during the convention
The technological Invasions, meetingdebate on the influence of new
technologies
on
mind,
communication and science.
The event, organized by Viaggio
Telecom , was admirably arranged by
CuteCircuit and was attended by the
most important names animating the
experimentation scene of wearable
technologies. The most important
international schools, which include
programs of interaction design and
advanced experimentations with new
technologies, ( ITP New York, Banff
Centre Canada, Central Saint Martin
London, Media Lab, Fabrica,
Interaction Ivrea ), have been widely
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Program, NYU , USA ) deserves to be
mentioned. This project is the result of
a thesis exploring the emerging
aesthetics of wearable technologies.
Grace Kim focuses her attention on
technology as an ornament and
creates a wonderful caplet, weaving
and embroidering by hand felt and
conductive wire, which turn on small
LEDs when the frontal clip is closed.
Simple, functional and asthetically
very nice and balanced.

.

In the Fun category it is worth
mentioning (cloths making daily
activities funnier and more agreeable)
Hearwear by Younghui Kim and
Milena Berry (Absurdee LLC, and
Missing Pixel LLC, USA ), another
exploration of the relation clothexternal space. In this case, it is a line
of cloths and accessories turning into
“screens” for the graphical
visualisation of the environmental
noise. An identification form of the
sound, skilfully hidden within the
tissue, records the surrounding level
of noise, recognising its pattern and
turning it into an attractive sequence
of
light
emitted
by
the
electroluminescent wires interwoven
in the material. The concept is
proposed in two declinations, a sports
bag and an elegant skirt.

.

WhiSpiral by Elena Corchero and
Stefan Agamanolis (Media Lab
Europe, Ireland ) explores the cloth as
relation and memory. The wonderful
spiraliform stole hides within its soft
tissue 9 little recording modules able
to stock short messages (10 seconds)
which can be listened back with the
touch of a simple caress. The poetical
idea is that this accessory-memory,
material and immaterial meanwhile,
can establish the ideal farewell gift for
a beloved person.

Among the cloths of the section
Expressive ( cloths making daily
activities funnier and more agreeable)
The Soft Electric by Grace Kim
(Interactive Telecommunications

16

The artistic exploration process of the
marriage technology-fashion, which
has started in Italy thanks to the
Interaction Design Institute of Ivrea,
has found its natural continuation in
the Future Fashion Show of Pisa,
introducing the subjects of smart
clothes and wearable technologies to
a wider public. My wish is that this
event was just the prelude and that
the debate on design, fashion and
new technologies did not stop here
but that, instead, it found another
stage and an even wider public.

www.cutecircuit.com
www.cutecircuit.com/now/futurefas
hion-catalog/
www.katehartman.com/projects/rec
onnect/index.htm
www.absurdee.com/HearWear/
www.iamgracie.com/thesis/
http://web.media.mit.edu/stefan/hc
/projects/whispiral/
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Greedy Baby, Elettronica In Dvd
Alessandra Migani

Brighton Festival this year, that has
just come out.
The last strenuous work of Plaid,
Greedy Baby, is a complex work, the
result of one long growth, an audiovisional work in all effects born from
the close collaboration between Plaid
(audio) and Bob Jaroc (video).
Conceived as a live show, Greedy
Baby was initially presented as part of
the Ether Festival in the 2004 still in
an embryonic stage to then go on to
be completed time after time in
following shows in important music
festivals and A/V shows, up to its
sublimation in the show at the IMAX
cinema of London , in its final stage 5.1
Dolby surround and wide screen, at
the Optronica festival last year.

Melodies full of emphasis,
experimental sounds, crescendo
pathos: these are only a few simple
words that I feel I need to use in order
to describe the music by Plaid,
historical brace of intelligent
electronic music that for years has
given a personal discourse of
experimentation between audio and
video. Ed Handley and Andy Turner ,
these are the names of the two
musicians, record and make reference
the Warp Records , the most famous
Sheffield label, a forge of talent that
needs no presentation.

The collaboration with Bob Jaroc
concerning this project goes back four
years and goes on today towards a
further goal, the making of a box set
containing a cd and a dvd, which
came out on June 26 th . I asked Andy
Turner to tell us briefly how Plaid
came about and how their projects
are developing, from the realization of
Greedy Baby to their work with the
faithful videomaker Bob Jaroc to

Important experience behind them
like an eight month tour with Björk
and with Orbital , new projects and
avant-garde projects like the
completion of the A/V project Greedy
Baby , and the collaboration with the
dance company Random Dance at the

whom I then had a chance of asking
further questions about his long
18

collaboration with the London pair.

Warp since then. They have grown
and diversified into film and indie,
away from the pure electronica they
first released but we still feel they are
one of the best independent labels in
the UK.
Alessandra Migani: Your A/V project,
Greedy Baby just came out on the
26th of June. The idea of a DVD album
is a revolutionary concept even if it be
the order of day in terms of ideas and
projects . Could you tell me more
about this project? Why the title
Greedy Baby?

.

Alessandra Migani: I know that you
met at school. At that time you lived
in the East Anglia and that you started
making music together. I’m curious to
know how you came into contact with
Warp records and then how you
became part of the label. How much
have things changed since then?

Andy Turner: We conceived of the
idea to make an A/V album 4 years
ago and have been working on it
since. It’s really a progressing from our
live show and an exploration of the
technology that’s available to us at
the moment. We wanted to get away
from the traditional pop promo type
video by creating the audio and video
simultaneously. Traditionally a video is
produced for a piece of music after it’s
completion or a piece of music is
scored to a finished film. With ‘Greedy
Baby’ we first developed loose

Andy Turner: We met at school in East
Anglia and after we left we both
found our way to London. This is
where we started working with Ken
Downie and writing music together. In
1989 after a few half hearted and
unsuccessful attempts to find a
record label we formed our own,
Black Dog Productions. Here we
released 3 EP’s as ‘The Black Dog’ and
a Plaid album, ‘Mbuki Mvuki’. Warp
contacted us after hearing the Plaid
album and shortly after we recorded
an album called ‘Bytes‘ for them.
Things have certainly changed for

concepts to drive the creative process
and then worked together from there.
Hopefully we’ve made a more
cohesive release through this process.
The title ‘Greedy Baby’ is partially a
comment on ourselves and the
project itself and partially a comment
on our consumerist culture.
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and stream music/movies/games
realtime without having physical
copies at all.
Alessandra Migani: How does the
creative process work between you
two and then in collaboration with
Bob?
Andy Turner: We all work
independently but are open to
influence from each other. Working
like a traditional band is difficult when
the instrument you’re using is a
computer as only one person can be
in control at any time; we’re closer to
a collective than a band. With this
project we spend a few weeks in Italy
together to get the ball rolling and
then spent time in our studio in
London . When it wasn’t possible to
be working together (Bob lives in
Brighton ) we used an FTP space so
we could keep each other up to date
with the progress of the work.

.

Alessandra Migani: Greedy Baby was
introduced as an A/V album with a 5,1
surround sound system. The menu of
the DVD introduces a double option
for the stereo system or the surround
sound system. Therefore do you
imagine big changes in our houses for
the future?
Andy Turner: DVD is really not a great
format. It’s old and slow but it’s the
best we have right now and so this is
what we’ve used. We feel surround
sound is a huge improvement on
stereo but the uptake is slow and
mainly driven by the movie and game
industries rather than the music
industry. This is why we’ve given
people the stereo option. We don’t
want people to have to go out and
buy new hardware just to hear the
album. DVD is unlikely to have a bright
future though. Although there are
new DVD formats coming out this
year the future is more likely to be
online, when connection speeds
improve. People will be able to select

.

Alessandra Migani: Greedy Baby is
coming out as box set containing a
20

DVD + CD. Who did the graphical plan
of the cover and the box?

work as a group of musicians, graphic
designers, directors or architects.
Thanks then to the new technology
things have become simpler and less
expensive. Do you think that artistic
expression today is able maintain its
high quality and express itself better
with communication at 360°?

Andy Turner: Bob has been the eyes
for the project creating the vast
majority of the video and cover. He
worked with a animator called Andy
Ward on ‘Super Barrio’ and some of his
illustrations also appear on the
artwork. The Greedy Baby logo was
designed by Karen Jane and the
picture taken at the IMAX
performance was taken by Chris
Dorley-Brown .

Andy Turner: The advances in
technology have certainly enabled
artists working in the audio and video
fields to produce professional high
quality work. And even to distribute
them. Hopefully this will allow people
to break away from the middle of the
road mainstream that the major
movie and music corporations churn
out.

Alessandra Migani: The borders
between the various arts and
disciplines today are almost invisible,
many artists coming from various
fields and experiences are starting to
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audio to coincide with the visual
placement.

.

Alessandra Migani: Thinking about
war dialer, the first piece that
generally opens the live shows and
the first track on the DVD, can you tell
me how you had the idea and how
you worked on it visually?

.

Alessandra Migani: Some of your
videos contain images recorded
during your trips on tour with Plaid.
What generally captures your
attention? Which place has inspired
you the most?

Bob Jaroc: The recordings come from
a programme utilised by hackers to
find modems on phonelines, a
machine randomly connecting and
disconnecting into peoples homes.
The audio was generated for an 8
channel audio installation around 8
years ago, and the video followed
around 4 years after that. At the start
of the greedy baby project, I gave ed
and Andy the audio parts and they
mixed the track, creating the dark
tones from the clicks and cuts of the
original audio. On the dvd and in the
live show, we use it as an
intruduction/schematic to the
connection between audio and
picture, and it serves as a great
introduction to surroundsound as
each visual”pumper” is placed in the

Bob Jaroc: There is so much
downtime on tour, especially in the
states where the shows are so far
apart, there is plenty opportunity to
hang out of the window and train your
camera on the world going by. I’m not
sure i can generalise on attention, but
anything that seems wrong or shiny is
always worth a look. Japan is
fantastically inspiring, as is America
and location wise, anywhere where
people usually are when they are not,
like a shopping district at 3 in the
morning.
Alessandra Migani: Moreover, having
had therefore a long development,
Greedy Baby seems to be a journal
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where you have written in images
what has happened in the world over
the last few years. During this period
the war in Iraq started and this is
testified in one of your works, Crumax
rins. How did you have the idea for
example to record the Cnn news?
What is your approach to the media
and the information channels?

you feel after watching that piece I
am not pointing the finger, telling you
that it is bad. You should make your
mind up because all I am doing is
presenting that period of time in five
minutes rather than say ‘george bush
is bad, he is really bad’. Because you
can make your own mind up about
that time. And also the way that the
news was broadcasting that
information in terms of it was more a
sports games and also they kind of
repeating elements of news so when
you watched timelapsed you realize
that there are the same faces of the
same bit of news rolling round round
and round almost like the way people
make music.

Bob Jaroc: At the start of that all
period of time where the war was
going to a kind of occur, I found very
difficult to cope with the fact that we
were obviously powerless to stop
these things we could see unfolding.
In a lot of my work it is really
important. With my work I am trying
to work out some questions that I
have with the world. I felt so
powerless but the only way I can kind
of approach the 24hours news
channel was to try to make something
over, was to try of kind of deal with it
by getting in my hands.and kind of
sculptured. So in this respect I tooked
it in timelapses, for four weeks my tv
was tuned with CNN and I time lapsed
into my computer and then the

.

Crumax rins works was just an editing
presentation of that footage. For me
it’s not a political statement, it’s more
a political question and it’s a
presentation because you take from it
what you want to take from it. It
should be a question, it should leave
you with a question and you answer
yourself. You feel whatever emotion

Alessandra Migani: Some of your
images remind me of some
experimental films like the work by
Len Lye. I think that you have an
incredible sense of movement applied
to the mounting of live images in
common with him. Have you ever, in a
sense, been inspired by him ?
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Bob Jaroc: Not directly but you know I
feel very humble that you’ve
mentioned people like Len Lyne in
comparison with my works because
he is kind of the daddies of I guess the
kind of stuff that I do. I am just a baby
compared to people like Len Lye or
Norman McLaren and Saul Bass who
are three people that I would say that
they inspired the things I do but I
think they are a kind of leaders in that
sort of work. Saul Bass’s directions in
term of one film who directed and
also his motion graphic work for film
in the 1960 or 1970. Every time you see
an amazing title sequence for film,
90% of the time if it is in the 1960 or
the 1970 it would be Saul Bass. So
these people are people that I really
love, I don’t know if they really
inspired me but I think every things
that you see every minutes that you
live is an inspiration to your work, so I
guess if I unconsciously I’ve seen
them, and of course if I’ve seen their
works, of course I’ve seen their work,
of course they inspired me

he worked for MIT which is
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology in Boston. His work is
incredible. I really love the works of
Alex Ross, who actually draws; he
paints a kind of cartoon of Marvel. At
the moment his works are incredible
in terms of comics and also people
like Kevin O’Neill, he is an illustrator,
he illustrates things for Nemesis for
2000 AD and also all the Alan Moore
works his writing work for the early
Future Shocks in 2000 AD were an
incredibly inspiration into me, you
know I would kind of say that that was
one of the first things that expanding
my mind was reading Alan Moore
works of the earlier editions of 2000
AD was when I was very very young
being around at the supermarket with
my Mum, she would buy me a copy of
2000 AD just to keep me quiet and I
read his works and they were always
amazing.

Alessandra Migani: are there other
directors who you think come close to
your approach?
Bob Jaroc: I am not really sure about
at what kind of directors I feel very
close, but there are directors that I
really love like the old works of people
like John Carpenter. I’ve been inspired
by people like Harold Edgerton, who is
the inventor of flash photography and

.

Alessandra Migani: What type of
equipment do you use? How much
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has technology changed your job?

Bob Jaroc: I guess I made my first
moving picture when I was in art
collage in the late 80s in stoke-o-trent. before I studied at university i
worked
in
music
venues
loading/unloading trucks and
rigging/running lights. After leaving
the fine art course in stoke I exhibited
a lot of work (video instillations) in
galleries/art festivals.

Bob Jaroc: The kind of equipment I
use is the same equipment that
everybody uses in the production of
this kind of work: mac, dv camera,
final cut pro, after effect. I guess the
other things I really love using add
stuff to my work as I use a lot of
analogue equipment it’s like old
analogue machines to feed into the all
digital world and also I like to make
my hand dirty by using a kind of real
film and attaching real film real
cameras. I feel that that approach is
much more interesting to me in term
of approaching the work because
technology it shouldn’t be the only
thing you use. There is a world,
different approach with lenses and
light and refraction and altering
electronics and all ends up on a
computer.

.

Alessandra Migani: What is New
Family about, one of the most
interesting tracks in Greedy Baby?

But I think the most important thing is
the idea if you have a bad idea no
matter what effect, no matter what
technology, no matter what super8
you applied to it as last the idea is a
good idea .if it is a bad idea. If it is a

Bob Jaroc: I guess it is about a soldier
coming back from a war and the
government that sent that soldier
away doesn’t actually look at, it’s kind
of throwing him after using him as a
tool. It’s a kind of story about I guess
post traumatic stress disorder or
something like that. There are other
elements in it but in general that’s the
main story moving through out he is a
kind of a homeless person who used
to be a soldier who is now in the

good idea it would be a good idea
whatever you do if it is a bad idea no
matter you do to it it will be a bad
idea.
Alessandra Migani: When did you start
out as a director? What is your
background?
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streets of Washington.

because it was really important for me
to actually get the real Super Barrio
who is a real guy

Alessandra Migani: One of my
favourite videos is The return of Super
Barrio – the collaboration with the
graphical artist Andy Ward. How did
you meet and did you work together
on this project? Who Is Super Barrio?

Super Barrio is or was a real person, a
real character who used to lead
marches against the civil oppression
and he used to go to America to do
talks to immigrant workers about the
civil rights. And he is really a
figurehead after the Mexican’s
earthquake for the poor people of
Mexico and he dressed up as a
Mexican wrestler. That what Super
Barrio was, he was and he still is a
figure of the spirit of fighting the
oppression in whatever way
oppression is manifested. So it was
really important for me to kind of do
justice of his story, because he retired,
few years ago and he works in the
social services in Mexico. So that’s
where the story picks up and the all
thing was actually done in
collaboration with the people in
Mexico as well. So we got in contact
with him and he gave his bless to the
project . Because he thought nobody
thought about Super Barrio anymore
the all pieces is about unity in the
end.

Bob Jaroc: We met each other at
school at the Secondary College in
Cambridge and we kept in touch since
then. So it was very long time ago, we
know each other for very long time.
And the collaboration arose with an
intention of work together, I really
wanted to work with Andy and Andy
really wanted to work with me. I
found his style of drawing and his
approach at the kind of things he
drew was the perfect style of illustrate
my kind of sick ideas or my kind of
childish ideas. I wanted to make into a
cartoon so we decided we wanted to
collaborate and the Super Barrio story
was born from that and I wrote it.
Then after I’ve written, I sent it to
Andy the script and he came over to
Brighton where I live and we worked
on the script some more and he came
up with some illustration for this. So
we really collaborated on pretty much
every aspects of it. So it was a proper
collaboration of the three of us, Plaid,
Andy Ward and myself. I think it was a
very successful collaboration in that
way. I am really proud of it and I am so
really proud we got the real Super
Barrio to do the voices of Super Barrio
26

thinking about any new projects with
other people and who would you like
to work with?

.

Alessandra Migani: Have you got any
new projects in the pipe line? Will you
continue to work with Plaid?

Andy Turner: For us collaborations
have mainly been natural progressions
from friendships though there are
plenty of people who’s work we
admire. It would feel a little to
manufactured to just call someone
out of the blue.

Bob Jaroc: The live show with Plaid is
what I really want to work on it now.
We have technology .so I can actually
perform live in the same way I make
videos like on the dvd. So now is an
exciting time there is a lot of more
equipment I can work with. So that is.
I want to make a short film about a
guy in hometown who sells records,
soundtracks, film soundtracks, which I
am incredibly passionate about. You
know I am a big collector of vinyl films
soundtracks and this guy is being
selling soundtracks for 40/50 years.
And I would love to make a
documentary on super8 about him
because he is an amazing guy with an
amazing acknowledge about
soundtracks. And he runs the shop. He
is a very unique shop and he is a very
unique guy. And I feel maybe we need
to record these things before these
things are lost. You know the only
place to download to interact with

.

Alessandra Migani: I think Plaid’s
music is able to create a deep down
emotive state. I can listen to ‘The
launching of the big face’ and I never
tire of it since the emotion grows with
the images one has in mind. Do you
think visually about your music?

people is on the internet ..or you
know don’t go every specialist shop
because people don’t buy vinyl
anymore. Me Ed and Andy we love
play live and we just gonna work on
the live show.

Andy Turner: There is a feeling of
imagined physical space but it’s not
really too specific. There is a condition
called synisthesia where people see
music as color but it’s quite rare. We
generally stick to the ear stuff.

Alessandra Migani: Going back to
speak about music by Plaid, are you

Alessandra Migani: I saw your recent
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show with to the dance company,
Random Dance at the Brighton
festival. I believe it was the first time
you composed music for a dance
show, it was exceptional. A fluid
dialogue between music, dance and
projections. Would you still want to
work on a project that involved
various artistic disciplines? In general
what projects do you have in mind?

certain parameters, so each time
there is a different variation. This
might be something that we’d work
on with another programmer.It would
also be nice to build music boxes but
this maybe something to do in a shed
somewhere quiet in several years
time…

Andy Turner: Yes, it was a fun
experiment and I think we’ve learned
a lot through the experience. There
was some talk at one stage of taking it
to a few other places but no firm
plans. We’ve had some ideas about
small programs that generate music
each time you run them; within

www.plaid.co.uk
www.softloader.com
www.warprecords.com
www.andyward.co.uk/animation/sup
erbarrio-navigator.html
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Sonambiente, Berlin Plays From The Roots
Roberto Paci Dalo

and lots more .
Last time, it was exactly ten years ago,
summer 1996. Sonambiente is back
after a decade to be talked and
populates with sounds and images
the most refined locations of a nicer
and nicer summer Berlin, attractive
and this year crazy for football. Thanks
to a huge number of installations,
performances, visual art events, sound
art, video projections, radio art
experiments and with a sensitive and
attentive eye for the most important
international artists, Sonambiente will
see from 1 st to 16 th July the
participation of more than 40 artists
and 20 schools of art, to make the
capital resound.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: We ‘ re talking
about Sonambiente Berlin 2006 and I ‘
ve a very first question for you. Apart
estetics and artists choice I ‘ ve the
feeling that the real protagonist of the
festival is Berlin itself: the city and of
course its venues. I also think that socalled sound art can ‘ t avoid a deep
relationship with places. In defining
the programme of the festival with
Georg Weckwert you were working
somehow as explorers in a forrest
called Berlin. True? False?
Matthias Osterwold: It has several
aspects. I think the genre if we call it
the genre , or the method, the
approach of sound art is very often an
intervention into a certain site, is a
reflection of space, of the give space,
of the social situation. Is especially
appropriate to not only present itself
but also to reflect the surrounding in
which it is placed. in that sense it is
true that Berlin itself gets a active
role: certain situations, buildings in
Berlin’s centre, spaces of presentation
play a active role, not only a passive

The organization of such an event it is
not a simple operation. Structure a
network of appointments dislocated
on 5 different locations, keeping a
high artistic profile and the technical
fruition of the sound to the public,
requires preparation and experience.
Elements that Matthias Osterwold,
co-director (with Georg Weckwert) of
Sonambiente Festival 2006 Berlin,
doesn’t miss. The meeting happened
in May 2006 before the inauguration
of the show and we talked with
Matthias about the festival, the music
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role, for the concept of the exhibition.
But also this active is maybe is true in
the sense that maybe Berlin,
especially after the wall came down
now 15 years, really became a melting
pot, a focus for artists to move in.
there is a very strong pull of the city
towards artists, new art institutions,
galleries and so on. So the city itself is
a very productive motor of the arts at
the moment and that is also especially
true for the intermedia artists, sound
artists and the younger generation
artists.

which means not rented out
buildings. Still availbale Empty office
spaces will be used and it’s a very
typical thing for Berlin at this point
there is plenty of glass building places
not rented out.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: This is exactly the
point because, as you also wrote in
the first information, somehow Berlin
is maybe the most important place for
soundart worldwide. I think there ‘ s

So inherently this is also reflected in
the exhibition, therefore we thought
like Berlin is a appropriate location to
do the Sonambiente. We must not
forget that ten years ago we had
presented the first issue of
Sonambiente which was in 1996, still
very close to the riunification of Berlin,
to fall of the wall. So, in comparison in
that time you could play the all city in
a way easier as in these days. Becase
there was much more empty lots,
undefinied transitory areas, building
and so on so. For a scout it was much
easier to find very exciting and
challenging spaces. Meanwhile lots of
places have builded up, new buildings
and so on , other have been turned
down and the concept of the
exhibition is to reflect this in a way.
That means that also new buildings
unfarmietete neubauten if you want
to play with einsturzen neubauten
termine, unfarmietete neubauten

an interesting development in today ‘
s festival. There ‘ s a kind of continuity
in the last 15 years in term of putting
together things which actually they
shouldn ‘ t be together (according to
the mainstream). And one thing for
me is this relationship between image
and sound. You did mention of course
Ren é Block and Nele Hertling ‘ s
project in 1980 which came up long
before everything and then
Sonambiente first and now
Sonambiente two. So, one side is
putting together image and sound
which now is a trend. It ‘ s so normal.
Everytime we listen to something
probably we ‘ re going to have some
images, including all the new
electronics. It seems impossible now
to listen to a concert without images
(or better, without ” visuals ” ). And
also this transition between popular
culture and more academical which is
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the other point. As far I can see there
is a continuity in trying to have
together in the same place and at the
same time somehow traditional
music, new music, classical music and
soundart. It is not only a question of
having a festival every ten years. I
think there is something which goes
deeper which gives the background
for a project like this.

of art to wider notions of art and
many many steps.
Berlin was a place wich was a very
fruitful soil for this, to happen and you
mention already Augen und H ö ren at
the beginning of the 80 ‘ s, the DAAD
artist ‘ s program have to be
mentioned. In the 80 ‘ s like
kunstverein Gelbe Musik, Freunde
Guter Musik, the Inventionen festival
of DAAD. Later on Kunst der Parochial,
Podewil, Tesla. There were always
initiatives and institutions supporting
these forms of art which has not such
an easy position in the art market.

Matthias Osterwold: I guess it ‘ s true
that Berlin starting slowly with… well,
it goes back to the 60 ‘ s maybe, but
very visibly form the 80 ‘ s on became
more and more a centre of this kind of
interdisciplinary musical approach,
using other genres artworks and
visuals or just as a kind of notion of
intermedia art form, and more and
more something developed which
was called relatively late soundart,
klangkunst. This term was only used in
the German version in the late 80 ‘ s
but somehow Berlin was a productive
scene. It means artists, it means
institutions, or initiatives promoting
this art forms and in this case the
scientific investigation on this
phenomena. Then, together with the
fact that artists moved to this place
these forms of art became very active
and very strong in this place. But we
should remind ourselves that of
course the roots go in history much
deeper and much earlier. Somehow I
would say it is a general feature of the
avant-gardes of the XX th century to
dissolve barriers between the genres

But we shouldn ‘ t only look from the
musical side, which is actually true,
because also in the pop or rock areas
certainly in the early 80 ‘ s these music
videos came up, and meanwhile in the
clubs you ‘ re always connecting
music with something visual and this
is extended into the world of the
composers ‘ scene they also started to
think about visuals and light and so on
soforth. Now for me and for
Sonambiente this other side is at least
as interesting, that visual artists have
become more and more interested to
integrate sound.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: Not just as a
soundtrack but as a material for art.
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Matthias Osterwold: As a material for
art, as an integrative part and if you
see like survey exhibitions let ‘ s say
biennale Venice, Documenta
whateaver: now meanwhile now there
are so many let ‘ s say between a
third, sometimes half of the works are
somehow connected with sound.
Sometimes audible, sometimes not
audible, we have to reflect this fact
likewise, and the converging moment
of this, from several sides.

actually his visual work (so called
visual or sculptural or installation
work) are mainly based on sound
processes.
Matthias Osterwold: Carsten Nicolai is
a very good and outstanding example
because in his work the technical
process producing sound and image is
the same. So, it comes from the same
algorhytms, the same circuits. This is
the a really completely integrated
approach to it and that leads us to the
importance of digital technology,
which somehow by itself is neutral
regarding the media, is just like a tool,
and then it can be transformed in
different formats it can be patched to
different senses.

Roberto Paci Dalò: What it is
interesting because of course sound
naturally comes up in artist work
especially when you start dealing with
so called new media. As soon you
have a video you have to think about
sound and this sound it can ‘ t be
anymore a simple soundtrack or
coming after the visual postproduction, but something which
belongs to the work in depth. I think
this is exactly the point, and also
artists should be aware about that,
they should be conscious, because
one thing is to use sound because
many works are based on sounds and
another thing is to think to sound
structures or sound processes. If we
can mention some of the artists I think
about Carsten Nicolai/alva noto. He is
a very good example as a Berliner, as
an artist who really grew up in Berlin
where he builded up his esthetic
which is both active in visual art and
music. Nicolai is well known as a
visual artist and as a musician. And

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: Right now you
have it looks like you have a main
archive or main database which could
be made out different kind of data
coming from image and sound but
then you can reconverte into some
other things. And this reconversion is
really interesting because it can only
exists in that way through digital
technologies. But then when you don ‘
t get stocked with digital technologies
in a feticist way, this is very exciting
because you can work in a very
minimal way and develop flourishing
projects sometimes based on very
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small elements. What is interesting
here in Berlin is that, differently from
other places and other media
festivals, there is a strong relationship
with the city and this city in particular
makes things different because the
artists deals “naturally” with memory
and history. I also noticed that in the
presentation of the festival there are
some keywords like “ruins”: ruins of
the Akademie der Künste talking
about a specific location. If i can think
about certain artists like Paul
DeMarinis for instance which deals in
a interesting way with technologies
and mostly of the time dealing with
“vintage” materials. It’s really
interesting to listen to Hitler or Stalin
voices which are activated in a way
which is mainly possible because
today’s technologies

artist who let ‘ s you even discovering
a lot of things on different levels:
vintage technologies but also let ‘ s
call it vintage icons and motivs. He
relates strongly to history and
memory. Very strong artist.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: This is an
important issue. In term of creation, in
this kind of obsession for creativity,
certain artists deal with found objects
(any kind of objects: sound, visual,
found material from archives,
museums or the city). And they rewrite tracks, re-write pathways. They ‘
re able to show you the very same
place which is normal and even banal
in different way. It ‘ s for me a very
interesting approach also because this
approach brings other kind of publics
which is not just the specialist one but
is a broader public which is made of
the citizens in general. Young people,
senior citizens, kids. People which
even if not fully involved in art scene,
but they’re involved in their place in
their city and neighborhood. And the
fact that you present works somehow
also in the public space makes things
different because the public space is
not just a space. It ‘ s also a social
space, it ‘ s a political space. As soon
you insert materials into a normal
context, in a street for instance, in a
shop whateaver in am meeting point

Matthias Osterwold: Yes, but this is of
course dialectics. To present these all
accessible and relatively cheap digital
technologies for own sake as a fetish
kind of show off tool is becoming
more and more less interesting, as
maybe a virtuoso handle becomes.
The dialectis: if you have it make use
of it but leave it at the same moment
behind in order to reflect something
else maybe history, maybe very
simple things, maybe social
conditions or whateaver and I think
that Paul DeMarinis is a master in
playing with this dialectis that makes
his pieces especially strong, and
talking about him because he is an
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or in a train station. This place
changes and it especially change in
the perception of the people who are
normally there.

the artwork. In a estechical history it
goes back to an idea of non
separation between art and life and
also the idea of soziale Kunstwerk,
social plastic, Joseph Beuys’ social
sculpture, because we’re talking
about sculptural work basically: sound
as a sculpture, as an object. It’s a
social sculpture.

Matthias Osterwold: Sound artists or
this kind of art very often belongs or
relates to a philosophy of non
separation between life and art. Not
the idea of isolated and ermethic
artwork which sets up high barriers of
knowledge pre-information of social
attitude. It is really true for most or at
least the vaste majority of sound art
works. It’s an unobtrusive intervention
it does not push you to something, it’s
just there, you are invited as the
listener to preceive to become slightly
irritated, there’s a change of
perception, and then you certainly
discover you also have a very active
role in interaction with the artwork as
a kind of co-composer or co-producer
because you relate to it, you move for
example in a sound environment and
while you move you play the piece
which doesn’t exist in a finalized form
unless you play it, it needs visitor to
became real as an artwork. From that
point of view and also the use of
materials, the situated approach, but
also using sound which is… we have
the ears! They are open, you can’t
close them, and it makes it accessible
for everybody in a way, for the normal
audience. And of course some of the
pieces they also have a very playful
attitude being interactive  technically
interactive  or being an invitation to

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: These kind of
proceeds leads to the fact that you
can really perceive sound as an
achitecture, as an invisible
architecture. So you have actually two
places with the same importance
where you are at the same time visual
and acoustical. But these two worlds
shift each other creating something
which is different from a simple visual
approach. And actually is interesting,
for instance, the level of irritation that
soundart in public spaces can
produce. People it’s so use to see
images that they almost don’t care
anymore. But sound  and especially
repetition of sound  is THE thing
which makes sometimes people really
upset about that. A tiny little sound
repeteated for few hours in a very
normal place is nothing special. But
how comes that this little thing can
become so strong in the perception
point of view?
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Matthias Osterwold: Because you
close off. Sound is the most accessible
media, you cannot close your ears!

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: How things can go
together and how things can be
developed. Which means: relationship
not only visual domain and sound
domain but also productions.
Between galleries, concert halls,
theatres and these site specific works
also in term of real production. Does it
work? How? Problems? Like how the
artwork can be sold? Janet Cardiff and
George Bures Miller are a good
example because the they were
always working with sound but mainly
within the art world, dealing with art
institutions, and they are successfull.
Then they later added video but
basically it ‘ s a sound oriented
process. There are many other cases
which are not so succefull. Famous
visual artists are unknonw in the
music world and so on.

Roberto Paci Dalò: True, but at the
same time sound perception is so
elaborated. You can listen to several
different sources at the same time
and select all the volumes, all the
levels. You don ‘ t that with image but
with sound is so extremely complex
and it ‘ s so tridimentional.
Matthias Osterwold: Sometimes it
happen that sound art works
becomes a negative irritation. We
have some experiences like that. It’s a
very tricky and sensitive balance to be
kept and that leads us to the forms of
presentation. If you present sound
works you have to be very careful how
to present them because by nature
soundwaves get together and I have
seen exhibitions which were very
messy, sometimes cacophonic.
Sounding together of different
soundworks which somehow
substract the essence of the single
work actually because another one
intervene. This is one of the reasons

Matthias Osterwold: For the artists
this is a very crucial point. They want
to live with art as an economical
aspect and it has the aspect of how to
create spaces, networks in wich works
can be developed and coming to
existence. But from the single artist
this point actually is very crucial. You
are very lucky if you have a sound
artist placed in the context of visual
art, you are very lucky and it’s a very
strange thing, while some are and
some aren’t, as very renowned sound
artist are not so much well placed in

why we select many different
locations and try by using buildings
together single pieces, so much apart,
very little together. And also therefore
makes sense to see these artworks
because you have to go from place to
place or on-site.
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the context of visual art market
although they are very renowned and
very good in sound, and others aren’t.
Hard, really hard, really hard to
explain. I have no clear answer to that,
simply the answer could be…
somehow to be promoted better,
more efficently been discovered that
they were ” lucky ” to be placed there,
or maybe as selfpromoted they use
more efficent strategies, if you want
to get there. I’m sure that artists they
don’t want to get there.

Now the question: why visual art
places should be interested in sound
art, as art without labels?
Matthias Osterwold: The answer is
simple. Involving visual is even
necessary because some of the works
in the context of visual arts which
make use of sound are pretty little
developed in terms how they use
sound. So there is still a certain
ignorance or neglectance of the
musical aspect.

Roberto Paci Dalò: Why? But the point
is that there are certain works made
by sound artists at least 20 or 30 years
which are really appealing works,
which would be extremely interesting
to be seen now in a so called visual art
context, because it gives information
about things which happened
decades ago, and the beauty is very
modern, it’ s contemporary, it’ s not
old fashioned… I think this is a crucial
point, expecially for work that you do,
with Sonambiente and other projects,
is always dealing with this aspects,
because at the end you have to have
funds, you have to have resources for
that, you have to have a certain kind
of collaborations with institutions.
How can you convince a certain
institution that a specific soundart
work is interesting for them? Why
Hamburger Bahnhof can be interested
in Carsten Nicolai, as it happened a
few months ago, or Gordon Monahan,
which another very interesting artist.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: Yes, this is one
important point, when you say artist,
institutions, curators in several cases
they have not enough education. So
this means a lack of education in art
schools about sound. So that’ s way,
for instance, is interesting a certain
aspects of Sonambiente, with 40
internationally artists and 20 young
artists from different European art
schools and they did worjk in Berlin
together with known artists. So this is
a kind of temporary school, which
gives a very good cue because
education is so important, and the
education should happen before,
during, and after Sonambiente. Don’ t
you think that it would be interesting
to develope educational programs
with a workshop-laboratorium
approach?
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Matthias Osterwold: I believe this is
necessary for the art education
institute to reflect the processes and
the development of these
interdisciplinary intermedia art,
including sound. This is really
necessary, as necessary and true is for
the museums art exhibitings and art
presenting institutions to take notice
and to take care of the fact that there
are these integrated works. That
means programs, that means also
architecture. I’m always very angry
about the fact that new museums are
built with the highest amount of
money and they do not come up with
spaces wich are really matched and
suitable for the presentation of these
intermedia arts. This is neglectance of
the acustical aspect. Educational
institutions should integrate that, this
is a little bit coming on the way. For us
this was very important. Sonambiente
Laboratorium includes twenty new
comers from art schools, and we were
happy that meanwhile there’s some
chairs, some professorships which
represent this integrated approach.
For example Christina Kubisch and the
Hochschule der Bildenden K ü nste
Saar , Ulrich Ellerand the Hochschule
f ü r
Bildende K ü nste
Braunschweig , Berhard Leitner and
Universit ä t f ü r angewandte Kunst
Wien, as an architect in the
architecture school of Vienna,
teaching sound, having students,
Nicolas Collins, the Chicago Art

Institute, even Weimar, Robin Minard.
So I’m very lucky to see like some of
them have teaching jobs, some of the
art institutes start to include these.
And for us this part of the exhibitions
is really very essential, because they
want to support us, and also the
networking aspects Sonambiente
related, and collaborators, so many
producing networks.
This is another very important aspect,
and also somehow will support the no
labelling, or label as less important for
this forms of art. So there’s a better
integration evenly to the art markets,
because the artists have to live, the
funding institutes getting more and
more difficoult. So the “selling aspect”
in this fields of art is not to be
neglected.

.

Roberto Paci Dalò: But there’s also a
question of learning and teaching.
How you deal with formats? For
instance, you make a piece and this
piece can be an audio installation let,
let’ s say, which produce the multiple,
like ten audio cds, which has a certain
value in term of price in the art world.
Sometimes strategies are very simple,
but they have to be part of the
process, so artists and curators, they
should think in term of process in a
creative way, about all the possible
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formats. And then, very important, for
instance for art places like museums,
they should have post production
facilities within the house, they should
be able to do it inside, without
running between studios or whatever,
because now there are no excuses,
technologies are very cheap, so you
can make a full lenght movie with a
simple pc, with the highest quality,
and you can shoot in a digital way,
you can record in a digital way, so
there are no excuses, not like 15 years
ago. So that’s why if they don’t do that
from a structural point of view is
ignorance in terms of possibilites. And
it’ s alsa cheaper actually when you
produce at home. A few last things..
the website which is excellent (layout,
graphic, etc) but i just would like to
ask you if there are net projects within
the festival. Actually I didn’t see any
download area in the website.
Obviously I ‘ m not talking about a
press area, I ‘ m talking about a
download area as an exchange place
for materials to be used also by other
people, because the network aspects
are very important… So I think that
any kind of art project should also be
something which nourish other
projects. And we ‘re talking a lot about
copyright, about royalties and so.. I
think that a festival should produce
online, which is an important place,
the website is not just propaganda,
should produce materials which are
available for everybody for free, to be

used not in a commercial way,
because this also helps a lot the
discussion about social and political
issues and art in general. I mean the
concept of remix with artists  like the
Residents or John Oswald  they’ re
really creating art works bades on this
problem. So just wonder about that
and if, again, the website, is gonna
have a kind of media lab online, i
mean this laboratorium. Does the
laboratorium happens only in a
physical place, which is also very
good, or also online and in which way.
Are there any strategies? And then
webcasting. Is there any webcast?
Not because it’ s trendy (webcast is
not trendy anymore, it’ s normal, it’ s
banal), but i’ m just wondering if there
are any strategies about that, if some
of the festival can be perceived out of
Berlin in real time. And another
question on the website: what about
remote contributors? Are there any
plans? Maybe yes, maybe not? From
some remote partecipations which
can go into the process.
Matthias Osterwold: On the other
hand I have to say like, due to certain
limited capacities the Sonambiente
website
will
be
somehow
conventional in that sense, that it is
more used to presentations and
documentaries for the exhibitions. But
this is not completely true because
we do have some web projects and
open network creative projects like
the Society of Algorithm. They will
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come up with that open structure
inviting other artists, remote artists to
contribute, and this piece of art is
coming to existence. But this is not a
very extended area. Other artworks
are perceived to get on the net but it’
s not like interective. But i think,
somehow, if we say that in this aspect
it’ s limited, has to do with the fact
that we have a limited time of
presentation, as you were referring to
makes a lot of sense, and this is an on
going process, because it has to be
supported and it has to be taken care
of, moderated and so on. And due to
the limited capacities we told, like we
may not be able to really run it in a
way, and we don’ t want to pretend.

Matthias Osterwold: You’re absolutely
right, we have discuss this point very
much before, and there have been
and there are some initiatives like
Klangkunst forum, a soundart
platform on the net and i think this
really should come into existence,
easily to be done. And it is planned to
the website of Sonambiente to add
more material and documentation on
the festival, things happening, now
we will see that we can’ t continue
with that because even small funds
need some material support to run
this sites for long. We of course
planned it already to has been done
with 1996 Sonambiente, this was still
on the net, at least as a document and
completely visible. But if we hopefully
have success with this concept maybe
it helps us to set up and to find new
sources in order to run this as an
active performances, starting from
this.

Roberto Paci Dalò: I like the idea of
the website which becomes “the”
laboratorium, I mean the media lab
which goes on afterwards and in the
end it becomes something which is
not just the catalog of the festival.
People they really need spaces like
these

www.sonambiente.net/
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The Influencers
Domenico Quaranta

A glance back can give maybe the
idea of what we’re saying. Imagine a
stage where Adbusters , reached the
moment to tell the spirit of
subvertising and presented some of
her initiatives  from Buy Nothing Day
alle to Blackspot Sneakers  gave
space to Dragan Zivadinov from
Noordung Cosmokinetik Cabine t, the
theatre part of Neue Slowenische
Kunst (NSK) . Arrived in Barcelona
from NSK State to present in a
grotesque form the colossal project
Inhabited Sculpture One Versus One ,
a show where the space has no
gravity, in a training capsule that has 5
stages along 50 years, that provides
the substitution of dead actors with
mechanical avatar, assigned to be
sent in the space at the end of the
project.

In the long list of festival that follows
during the year, and that gets longer
and longer, The Influencers
conquered an enviable position as a
cult event. Organized in Barcelona by
the d-i-n-a network, creator in Italy of
net.art events part of the history, The
Influencers is carried out in one of the
Sonar headquarters, the Centre de
Cultura Contemporanea de Barcelona
(CCCB) , but the two share very little.
Three days, no shows no concerts, as
d-i-n-a prefers the “live talk show”
formula, that sees some champions of
media actionism and radical
entertainment involved in a close
confrontation with an attentive
audience. A confrontation that often
goes on even outside the event and
remain in the memory as an
experience, more than as a passive
moment.

.
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And still the Yes Men with their film
Josh On and their work on the social
network, Eddo Stern (one of the
author of Waco Resurrection), Marko
Pelijhan ( Makrolab ) and the two
Czech filmmakers Vít Klusák and Filip
Remunda , author of the exhilarant
Cesky Sen . A movie built as a reality,
to verify the strength of the marketing
in a country where this has
supplanted since little the regime
propaganda. The two filmmakers have
built a spectacular communication
that sponsors  with TV spots,
manifests and a delicious song  the
next opening of an huge market that
doesn’t exist really. The day after the
opening hundred of clients went there

finding just a plasterboard façade,
reacting now with reassignment, now
with violence, but also with irony and
extraordinary acumen in front of a
dissolution of a dream.

Well, if this was The Influencers 2005,
the 2006 edition (6-8 July 2006)
doesn’t seem worse. The
communicate announce: “media
pranksters, star remixers of ideas,
saboteurs of academic categories and
reality agitators of every stripe”.
People like Vuk Cosic, Paul D. Miller /
DJ Spooky, Molleindustria, IRWIN /
Neue Slowenische Kunst, Vincenzo
Sparagna, Oscar Brahim, Chicks on
Speed.
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totalitarian states in a sort of
hyperrealism that reveals the more
ferocious form of parody. “Our
newspapers are false, but they don’t
lie”, declares Vincenzo Sparagna,
responsible, during the 70′s and 80′s,
of some excellent media hoax,
originator of some review such as Il
Male and Frigidaire , and authentic
precursor in his extraordinary capacity
to see the Empire when it didn’t
existed yet and act in the world as it
was already “globalized”.

.

Vuk Cosic is the ineffable father of the
net.art, that as Duchamp seems doing
nothing any more but as Duchamp
still has lots to say (and who doesn’t
believe this can read the interview by
Regine Debatty, or the text written for
the catalogue of the MEIAC). DJ
Spooky that Subliminal Kid , the
philosopher dj, theoretical of the
remix culture, author of Rhythm
Science and initiator of the “illbient”
genre, is a star: we’ll be all ears for
him. Molleindustria is the Italian
factory that revolutionized the
indipendent videogame area, with the
germs of the guerrilla and started,
with the McDonald’s Videogame , a
little masterpiece of counteradvertising.

.

An absolute European preview will be
the intervention of Oscar Brahim , an
Argentinean Taxi that has in his trunk
the necessary to modify the visual
ambient every time that the publicity
comes into his eyes. During the night
of the 8 th July the festival will close
with the Chicks on Speed, the
applauded mothers of the
electroclash that conquered the fame
deceiving public and critic with false
registrations and merchandising.
They’re not even a real group, but an

With the IRWIN collective continues
the explorations of a fascinating
territory such as the NSK. IRWIN
produces the iconography of the NSK
State, a phantom state arisen in 1984
in the heart of Europe that adopt the
aesthetic and symbolism of
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artistic multidisciplinary project, that
goes from music to visual art
performance

http://d-i-n-a.net/influencers/06/en
/index.html
http://www.d-i-n-a.net/influencers/
05/index.html

As you can see, the link from different
proposes is fleeting, but sturdy. It is
not built on genre or discipline
differences, and doesn’t focus on a
community or network in particular,
but rather present a new series of
experiences that intervenes on the
flow of information and on the big
media machine in an aggressive and
creative way: cultural jamming,
communication guerrilla, plagiarism .
A tradition that goes through the
second half of the Twentieth Century,
and that Influencers proposes to
rebuilt.

http://www.ljudmila.org/vuk
http://www.we-make-money-not-ar
t.com/archives/008056.php
http://metamorfosis.risco.pt/English
/vukCosic-en.html
http://www.djspooky.com
http://www.molleindustria.it
http://www.nskstate.com
http://www.frigomag.it/
http://www.chicksonspeed.com
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Biomapping, Emotive Shared Atmospheres
Sara Tirelli

ON, dedicated to the mobile
technology and culture. But his work
is different from the other artistic
projects that seem to parade the use
of the new technologies, loosing sight
of the real contents of the project.
This 30-years-old English man
proposes a simple, poetic and clever
idea, whom realization goes further
than the narrow expositive spaces.
More than the tactile media
philosophy, Biomapping goes through
the domains of the biometrical
science , of the mobile technology
and the cartography , to change
course and visualize the emotions.

“Technology appears to be a heady
and unstable mix of authoritarian
control and anarchic mischief. My
take is to slip into the gap between
these two poles(…) ” – Christian Nold
Biomapping is put into the pocket
before leaving the house, as a very
mp3. This time you’re though invited
to leave your headphones and to
abandon your lonely soundtrack to
look and to live everything around you
in a different way. Artist, academic,
activist, Christian Nold is one of those
characters that moves on the line
between Art and Science. And he
does this in a very critical way.

.

His Biomapping research project has
moved around the most important
new media art festival since a couple
of years ago, last of all the Barcelona
Sonar, inside the exhibition ALWAYS

The confluence between wireless and
mobile technologies made our body,
the space and the perception of it
traceable, perceptible, able to be
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filed, changing radically our traditional
experience in the world. The
surveillance and control technology,
which multiplied in occident during
last years, doesn’t have to be only
with the public security, but a bigger
monitoring system of our life as
consumers.

scroll the menu of the public
interface, of the urban ground and of
the world wide web, living a
sophisticated computer architecture
that has no walls, but that makes our
minds and bodies react every day.
What happens when the desire of
wireless ubiquity goes further than
the consumeristic one proposed by
the sparkle and pressing high-tech
window? What if we get involved into
biotechnologies and we decide to
change the point of view of our maps?
What happens if we decide to look
over the
of our connections
and re-define the space of our daily
physical and emotional experiences?

We produce information, without
being able to access to them and
without realizing that. As data flow
we move and live on pre-set paths
created by the information society, as
real actors we take our daily choices
between guided routes and preexistent options, as diligent users we

backdoor
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determined geographical coordinates.
From anonymous presence on the
surveillance system closed circuit
screens, our physicalness turns into
conscious corporeity that generates
data, or better contents, and creates
interesting questions on the definition
and production of what we call space.
.

Christian Nold thinks that the
technology is not neutral and
unidirectional as we’re thought. It is
just a question of re-configuring the
power. And the power we’re talking is
the individual one, corporeal, physical,
the one that imperceptibly irrigates
our lives. As a child that breaks its toy
to see what’s inside, Nold turns the
traditional spatial-socio-economical
coordinates upside-down, reverses
the sight of control technologies and
projects Biomapping .

.

Biomapping increase our perception
and make visible to the society, but
ourselves in the first place, the
emotional states that determined
spaces and situations provokes on us.
The result is in fact tangible in the
visualization of real personal
cartographies that, shared with other
users, enrich the mapping of the
territory around us and open the sight
to an unexpected and new way to
look at it. The invisible interaction of
the anonymous mass breaks the
lonely simultaneous proceeding, and
emerges in coloured paths, reinterpreting the digital passage where
space and technology become, this

And he does this in the free creativity
granted by the meeting of art, design
and scientific research. He combines
the GPS mobile technology with the
biometrical GSR (galvanic skin
response) , destined to find the stress
level of our body. The dimension of an
i-Pod, equipped with a webcam
combined with a surveyor of pressure
to wear on the elbow, Biomapping is
nothing but a portable receiver
connected on three satellites that
records our emotional state in
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time, canvas and brushes.

research project, a project that he
defines of strategy. A subtle strategy,
in the long term, that hasn’t an
immediate political revolution, but the
production of a critical and active
thought on biometrical technologies.
We talked about that directly with
Christian Nold.

What’s that really surround us? Rigid
and static geographical coordinates or
a social dynamic space? How this last
can be reached? The phenomenon of
the Emotional Mapping has lot to give
to the tactile media tradition. With a
smile, I can think about futuristic
wanderers that interact with the
surrounding urban space.

Sara Tirelli: How does the idea of this
project was born? Does your
challenge develop from political
reason or better focus on an
innovation in the area of the portable
wireless technology design?

It is surely a new approach to the
cartography that, in clear contrast
with the institutional one, challenge
the iconography imposed by the
power, and leave the sight to
alternative ways of participation from
the people. Matter of power of vision,
but not only.

Christian Nold: My Biomapping pj has
two strengths: from one hand is about
responsible Biometric technology,
wich are being kind of use and abuse
a lot nowadays [...] at the moment like
the retina scanning or dna datas are
starting to be included in various id
code(UK), so I want to find the ways in
inverting
those
biometric
technologies and trying to find a way
to make them usefull for individuals,
and generate another kind of
discourse
around
those
technologies[...] In someways it’s in a
combination between desing
challenges and political engagment, i
don’t see this 2 things as something
disconnected: the social and the
political aspect are always in object.

.

The author of Mobile Vulgus doesn’t
stop here, and consider this as a
starting point better. Tactile is not the
instrument itself, though the entire
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wall ?or are we surronded by a social
space and how do we get to this
social space and what creates the
social space, is it really an individual
thing or something to be share with
by other people?
I like the idea we can keep our datas,
it’s very tangible in our hand and we
can decide when to upload it and if
we want to give it to somebody else.
From one hand biometric datas
means smt to me but i think it
become interesting when we also
start to share it and start to commonly
look at our usefull space and how we
can represent this idea of production
of space is really a crucial thing to me.
I’m trying to create a different
concept that empower individuals.

.

Sara Tirelli: Have you ever thought
about biomapping as instrument of
democratic participation to people to
make conscious social and political
choices?
Christian Nold: I think for me the idea
how i want to use the tool
biomapping, if i want to use
biomapping or not as tool for
changing the enviroment is a difficult
question. It’s about interpretation and
giving people a different way to
create their own view of the world.
Creating maps is much more than
creating maps in itself, is more about
create a tool that allows to kind of see
our enviroment in a different way. My
project is also not quite a tool, is more
a complicate overrelations with tools.
It’s not the tool that is going to
change radically anything at a political
level, but i think it opens up a
discourse that is kind of stuck in some
old metaphor and asks some difficoult
question about how our enviroment is
exactly, are we surronded by physical

.

Sara Tirelli: Biomapping is a project
that exits the strict border of art.
Which are your personal experiences
in the role of artist who uses the
techno-scientific
industry
instruments?
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Christian Nold: I think every artist has
to be aware of their own pj and see in
a kind of realistic way outside their
own desire for their pj the potential
use of it in the outside world . The
response to my pj has been very
curiose: from one hand i had people
healt professional very interested in
how to monitore the level of stress,
and i had marketing people really
enthusiastic of this pj who really felt
this is a way to see how people feel,
definitely seeing why people go in
certain place.

excited but also scared from the kind
of response i got to my pj. In my case
this thing of keeping control of
everyone’s datas is very crucial issue
and if you can build those mechanism
into a technology or into a thinking is
much less likely that our dial start to
get misuse. Off course we can never
totally control it, but artists never tend
to generate weapon, never tend to
create powerfull scary thing anyway.

www.biomapping.net

I’m not particulary interested in create
another marketing tool, I’m kind of

www.softhook.com
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Digital Art Week, Meeting Point A Zurigo
Beatrice Bonfanti

and more a part of the work,
especially thanks to the potentialities
of new media. Using new
technologies, the work proves to be
delightful, the more the message is
comprehensible, the less the presence
of technology is visible.
Digital Week organisers have selected
presentations, workshops and
performances on some specific
themes of the works using electronic
media and trying to reduce the gap
between the performer and the visitor
through communication mediated by
the computer, with a particular
consideration for the concept of the
spectator’s immersion. A typical
example of it is Benoit Maubrey‘s
research and his performances with
electro- acoustical cloths.

From July the 12 th to the 15th in Zurig
will take place a series of meetings
keens on digital art and those people
who are looking for the complex
relationship linking art to technology
can’t miss. The Digital Art Week is
organised by the Computer System
Institut of Zurig and is a parallel event
to the Canadian Interactive futures
(Steve Gibson, Julie Andreyev and
Randy Adams) which takes place in
January during the Victoria
Independent Film and Video festival.
This is also s a great place for all our
readers, Seattle Interactive Media
School undergraduates to visit and to
get some creative ideas.
The Symposium organised is called
[con.[text]], to emphasize the
importance of the work context and
brings the attention back to the role
of the spectator who becomes more

.
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Eagerly awaited artists are Art Clay ,
artist and organiser of the symposium,
and Steve Gibson, who will open the
debate, talking about the situation of
digital media art in Canada and
emphasizing the widespread
phenomenon of mapping; Virtual DJ
will perform too.

The symposium includes the section
Driftings which proposes works
generated by a computer through
processes conceptually different. In
the work Emergent city , the Swiss
Pascal Muller , with a generative
approach, recreates a network of
highways and streets emphasizing the
uncontrolled growth of metropolis.
Stefan Heinrich Ebner proposes
Sterobilder where colour graduations
create a hypnotic and calm
atmosphere. There will be presented
Sakkara , a software application
created by Peter Schweri and Jurg
Gutknecht, which is planned to
generate concrete art images. The
process at the basis of the software
converts prominent geometric forms
into graphical elements of the code,
creating new dynamic relations
between the form and the colour
itself.

A lot of attention will be addressed to:
Jan Borchers of Media Computing
Group at RWTH Aachen University
who explores the interaction manmachine, Johnny De Philo philosopher
and artist; Jason Freeman of the
Georgia Institute of Technology
during an intervention titled Glimmer:
creating new connections , Atau
Tanaka of Sony Paris, who will
introduce the debate on musking
network, Paul Woodrow of the
University of Calgary and Alan
Dunning of the Alberta College of Art,
who will propose a conference on
Body Degree Zero  the anatomy of an
interactive performance .

Besides Driftings there is the section
Poster, where some interactive art
projects are presented; works such as
Tai Chi sensor which through
corporeal sensors and a computer
studies the beneficial movements of
tai chi, or Px1m0d by Martin Frohlich ,
an easily programmable interface
communicating with a MIDI protocol,
or Improve, a project for mobile
phones by the Finnish Hasan &
Widerberg from the University of
Helsinki’s MediaLAB.

.
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carried out a study on language
dissolution leading a weather man’s
voice to hush. Maximilian Marcoll
transforms instead human body’s
pulsations into music; Billy Gomberg
in Pink reassembles isolated “pop
music” materials to create wider
structures.
The third category, Other worlds,
includes sounds belonging to both the
natural world and to electronic or
remix art. Steve Bradley in oblique
scatter recreates a rhythmical
structure with sounds recorded in
particular moments on the outskirts of
Maryland , while Erik La Casa
investigates on the perception of
reality and on the consistency of
contemporary music. Neil Rolnick
from New York inserts speakers in his
glasses to observe his neighbours of
Washington Heights recording their
particular sounds, the Spanish Andres
Lewin-Richter in his work created for
the En red O festival of Barcelona in
1999, records sounds of daily events
and ceremonies in Nepal and
Rajasthan with a young voice guide as
the narrating voice, the Belgian Maria
Blondeel presents E(stutt)11.8.99 of
1999, a recording of a luminous and
interactive sound installation and its
development during the total eclipses
of the sun. Sabine Schafer and
Joachim Krebs in TopoSonic spheres
present their microscope on the
development of sound process (
EndoSonoScopy ).

.

An entire section is devoted to “sound
landscapes” Soundscapes, in its turn
divided into three categories:
Real worlds  sounds recorded in the
real world, such as Creatures of the
ice, project characterised by sounds
get inserting a speaker within the
slabs of the North Pole ice to catch
each sound of ice shifting or breaking.
There are artists such as Peter Kutin ,
who has recorded the sounds of
Vienna or even the Japanese Hiroki
Nishino who has moved from Tokyo
to Seattle for studying and has
recorded the sounds of his new town
in a private letter form. Least but not
last Leif Brush, art professor at the
Minnesota University, who has been
collecting sounds since 1972 and uses
Jerry Chamkis’ Kosmphone which
converts cosmic beams into “ambient
music”.
Virtual worlds  synthetical sounds
created artificially, such as the
American Georgina Lewis’s, who has
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minutes pilot movie whose title
makes reference to a famous movie
sequence in Orson Wells’ “Citizen
Kane”, is created to investigates the
possibilities of 3D technology in Video
Dance.
You will meet a sound installation of
Estuko Maesaki, but even the work
China Gates by Art Clay created by the
use of the GPS system and gongs, and
Will Pappenheimer with his project
Motion Still Life 1, which extends the
artistic tradition of the picturesque
and spatial object arrangement into
the domain of the Internet through a
live Web camera, while the Swiss
Heinrich Luber & Corebounce, who
often work on sounds, forms and
body through “live” installations, will
present at the end of the tour their
Almost Lost .

.

The 12th of July a conducted tour,
Digital Parcours, (whose duration is
about two hours) conducts to the
discovery of different installations in
different areas of the city. Among the
works you will enjoy a well-known
installation by Amy Alexander SVEN
(Surveillance Video Entertainment
Network) , a network made up of a
cameras, video display, speakers and
software. The software consists of a
custom computer vision application
that tracks pedestrians and detects
their characteristics, and a real-time
video processing application that
receives this information and uses it
to generate music-video like visuals
from the live camera. The idea is to
examine concerns about surveillance
and computer systems not in terms of
being watched, but in terms of how
the watching is being done. Gba Core
Dump by the Canadian Leonard J.
Paul is instead a Game Boy Advance
with a flash ROM exploring the issues
of public and private spaces, while
Rosebud by Pablo Ventura, a 4

.

From the 12th to the 15th of July, there
will be a dense performances
calendar, among which Video Game
Audio Live by Leonard J. Paul, 13 volts
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and a carrot of the Swede Eve Sjuve,
Video Peacock by Benoit Maubrey,
Improve by Hansan and Winderberg
and Grenze by Patrick Fontana who
suggests through animations the key
words of Marx’s Capital.

www.hcipatterns.org/
www.gre.ac.uk/gs04
www.maybites.ch/tikiwiki/tiki-index.
php?page=px1m0d
www.kosmophone.com
http://ascendre.free.fr

http://www.jg.inf.ethz.ch/wiki/DAW

www.heinrichlueber.ch

http://cfisrv.finearts.uvic.ca/interacti
vefuture
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Contaminating Vicissitudes Of Art And Science
Gigi Ghezzi

the scientist, absorbed in his lab,
sometimes more impenetrable than
an atelier with the whole social
imaginary surrounding both figures.
Such dichotomical model, reflecting
the anthropological horizon of the
Occidental culture of nature-culture,
revealed itself to be fundamental in
the elaboration of the positivist
progress idea and in the constitution
of a philosophy of science which had
the worth of forming the basis of
“scientificity”, that is to say of a
rational method of research and
examination of sectors such as
sociology, politics, psychology, etc
which traditionally were dealt with
such as if they were spiritual activities
rather than, as later on, “spirit
science”.

The tradition of the modern historical
thought induces us to think about art
and science as two separate entities.
On one hand science, the reign of the
rational, the cognitive and of research,
on the other hand the field of
creativity, sensoriality and intuition.
Such as Martina Heßler emphasizes in
her essay Bilder zwischen Kunst und
Wissenschaft.
Neue
Herausforderungen
für
die
Forschung”(“The Images between Art
and Science. New challenges for
research”, in Geschichte und
Gesellschaft , nr. 2, 2005) is only from
the 18 th century that such
polarization of science and art has
started to assume an institutional
body: on one side, we meet the artist,
absorbed in a world of galleries and
shows, as well as in the bourgeois
circuit of art market, on the other side

.
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Anyway, there are still strong
analogies, contaminations and
community between operativity, the
sources and the results of these two
spheres which suggest the porosity of
the frontier. First of all, the historical
vicissitudes of art and science have
their roots in the common field of
Renaissance, where the two areas
were
united
and
hardly
distinguishable (science was in fact
considered a” natural philosophy”) and
the scientist-artist did not
differentiate between artistic and
scientific speculations.

.

From this important intersection
between art and science was
conceived the Sci-Art Consortium
research projects funded by
Wellcome Trust (in collaboration with
the British Council, Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation, The Arts
Council of England, The Scottish Arts
Council, Nesta, and The Wellcome
Trust). According to the director of
the project Verity Slater (during an
interview given to Alessia Erlingher ,
who wrote a thesis on the subject)
“the Sci-Art program favours and
funds collaborations between artists
and scientists exploring the social,
ethic and cultural themes of
biomedicine. Artists have thus the
chance to work with any creative
mean, to collaborate with scientific
researchers and professionals. “The
fundamental aim of this collaboration
is the research of forms of
communication of science for
different typologies of public which
can overcome the specialized barriers
of the scientific language because,

Some texts such as Picturing Science,
producine Art by Caroline A. Jones or
by Ernst. P. Fischer Das Schöne und
das Biest. Ästhetische Dimension in
der Wissenschaft have emphasized
how both science and art massively
use the images as instruments of
visualisation of the knowledge, as well
as of reflection and consequently how
they have become, often involuntarily
in science, the source of aesthetical
reflection, such as to presuppose the
existence of an “aesthetics of science”
( Wissenschaftsästhetik ).

Verity Slater adds “I think that
nowadays the interaction with the
public is more important than it was in
the past: we try to inform the
individuals and the communities in
such a way so as they can reflect in a
constructive way on the ideas
suggested by medical science.”
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Anyway, the affinities between artists
and scientists do not exhaust in the
collaborations alongside. When the
artists prove to be brilliant mediators
of scientific culture, the survey must
carry on, that is to say in the direction
of the common elements of scientific
and artistic operativity, whose basis
are creativity and experimentation,
while the ultimate aim is the research
of innovation and the universal study
of the world starting from theoretical
models. Forerunner and deep scholar
of this aspect is the philosopher of
science Paul Feyerabend.

just a simplification of the logics of
science. It does not just consist in
actions and conclusions, but in
interpretations, mistakes, feelings and
prejudices the scientist carries with
him in the world of science. The point
of view is pluralistic and the dynamics
is historical and intercultural (the premodern cultural and scientific
traditions must be recovered and they
should not merely labelled as
irrational).
Science is neither superior to other
fields of knowledge, nor essentially
“reasonable” and “methodical”. That is
to say that it does not develop only
when it is included in the rigid fences
of reason or of the method, but it is
exactly when it overcomes those
fences, thanks to fortuitousness,
misleading interpretations and
unfounded paragons, that, often,
something of remarkable happens. In
Science as an art of 1984, Feyerabend
suggests the vision of science as an
art of the research of the truth, while
art- as we consider it- must offer
multiple choices of truth and reality.

.

The traditional epistemology
identifies in the method the main
problem of scientific research, that is
to say how to create a general rule of
the “research of the truth”? Popper
suggests through hypothesis,
experiments, data gathering,
observations and rejection of
conjectures or reformulation of
hypothesis. According to Feyerabend
instead, strong critic of Popper, this is

www.fas.harvard.edu/hsdept/faculty
/galison/picturing_science.html
www.wellcome.ac.uk/node2530.html
www.scienzarte.it/attivita/attivitainte
rvistasciart.htm
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No Brand’s World
Miriam Petruzzelli

majority of his compositions consider
the image as important as the sound.
His concerts, performances and
installations are site-specific and
often based on logical but absurd
plays between the public and the
artist. With his original experiments,
Brand during last years exhibited all
over the Europe, and then in Cuba,
Botswana, Japan and U.S.
From 15 to 17 June the first floor of
CCCB in Barcelona gave hospitality to
Sonarmatica , section of digital culture
and projects of critical and creative
use of the new media from Sonar
festival, that this year had as subtitle
Always On . That means: the culture
of mobile communication and
projects based on the idea of resort,
with some of the interactive most
accessible applications of the digital
scene, thought for a stage build with
streets and public spaces that express
most of all through the participation
of the public.

.

In Barcelona Brand presented the
Global Player , work conceived in
2004. Apparently a normal CD/Mp3
player, except for the fact that instead
of normal supports, plays our Globe.
The G-Player or g-Pod knows the
position of more than a thousand
satellites and allows us, with a 3D
model of the planet, to listen a virtual
track of a flying object in real time.

It doesn’t astonish if in this context
there’s an original figure such as Jens
Brand . We don’t know much about
him: composer, musician, audiovisual
artist and “cultural agitator” of German
nationality. The majority of his
installations are also sounded and the
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So it is possible to select a satellite on
the menu and the device will analyze
real time the topographic profile of
the region that its flying over with the
possibility to determine the position
of almost 1.000 official satellite. The
simulation of orbital path and the
relevance of the distance between the
satellite and the different sites of the
region produces above unsuspected
sounds, almost infinite. From the
silence of the oceans to the high
frequencies of the plains to the bass
of the mountainous areas. An
authentic satellites concerts.

.

Miriam Petruzzelli: I think your g-Pod
is an extremely poetic work. Which
relation do you think exist between
poetry and technology in your work?
How much does technology influence
your creative work?
Jens Brand: Its a complicate and
confusing subject, as i am not so sure
that i know what poetical means or
poetic is and (what it is not). The
player to me is not a piece of
technology but a combination of
signes, words and gestures. There are
leaflets explaining things and
advertisement like sentences,
suggesting directions of intention.
Also the technology of the Gplayer is
language based. Its programming
language, but similar to a music score,
even this language can be as
metaphorical and rich as the language
and material used for poetry or
painting. (Most of this layers are
hidden, of course). The technology is
not given, but shaped by Sukandar
Kartadinata (the programmer) and
me. It could have looked like a clay
pot or a table with a pile of cables. I
am interested in the meaning of
technology, not in the function. In
that sense, technology has no
influence on the creative process, but
in a more abstract way, it might
contain creativity, and its meaning or
its expression (not the functionality)

The device does nothing but showing
the name, the type, the height and
the position of the satellite selected
over the Earth (latitude and longitude)
and transpose a huge variety of data
and positions sometime
contradictory. The g-Pod becomes an
odd device or a generator of an audio
experience quite interesting, but can
be also interpreted as a socio-political
metaphor. We then tried to ask some
question to Jens Brand on his work,
but not on.
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can be influencial. In fact I think that
one of the big problems in the area of
new technologies related media art
that is the fact, that its a lot of time
focussing on the technology or the
invention aspect of the work, rather
than on the expression or the
intention.

way, that offers a multitude of
meanings and interpretations, some
of them self-contradicting. Of course
it has a relevence or it is a social
statement when I am using a lifestyle
thing like the Ipod and turn it into a
gpod. Using a fetish gadget might
intensify the communication. Its
humorous, but at the same time its
abusive. Abusive in the same way the
suggestive ipod generates, represents
and exploids a culture of the ³i². I work
with this ideas because one aspect of
the projections of the contemporary is
realted to fashion and representative
developments of its own time, that i
am part of as well.

Miriam Petruzzelli: Someone
interpreted the g-Pod in a sociopolitical key. Do you find this extreme
or do you recognize yourself in this
view? Why?
Jens Brand: The player and the pod
are presented and constructed in a
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I study an object or subject, the more
confusing and contrary the two of us
become
Miriam Petruzzelli: Do you think art
must propose new models of relation?
And if yes, how?
Jens Brand: Generally i don¹t think
that art has to do something or has to
be good for anything. Just because I
am interested in certain things,
doesn¹t make me believe that this is
true for the arts as such. Its just my
way of doing things. Every good work
that is or can be called ³art² is an
exeption. Thats the only rule I know.

.

Miriam Petruzzelli: As polyhedral
artist, do you think you can find one or
more elements in common with your
artistic research?
Jens Brand: i think one of the driving
forces for my work is my interest in
communication. i learn as much from
communication as i learn from more
passiv activities such as reading,
watching and listening. The most
interesting part of communication, is
that it creates passages. But once you
know the path you always tend to
always take it. As I am more
interested in what i don¹t know and
what i don¹t understand, I look new
methods and approaches. Another
more simple element is my basic
interest in anybody and the fact that I
want to know why things happen the
way they don¹t happen. Its not my
interest to change or create, but to
describe and discuss perception. I
really like to show things the way they
are not, or at least share my
experience, that is: The more carefully

.

Miriam Petruzzelli: Can you talk about
your projects for the future?
Jens Brand: I am hoping to finish the
gplayer project by developing a
internet platform for it. It will be a
simulacra of the itunes store, but of
course with different intentions and
totally useless.
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www.jensbrand.com
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Satellite Jockey, Audiovideo 2.0
Marco Mancuso

phenomenon and characters with the
exponential rapidity typical of the Net.
This reflection induce the analyst not
to look away from an event already
present and in rapid ascent: the
interpretation of the Net as a unique
and huge hard disk where obtain
freely multimedia contents re-usable
in different ways, following the same
dogmas (there’s really nothing more
to invent) of the cut&paste, sampling
and remixing that made the fortune of
the contemporary electro culture.

It could seem a banality talk about
audiovisual projects that use the
infinite samples of multimedia
contents that populates the Net on a
review like ours. Besides is more and
more on anyone lips, experts and not:
the 2.0 Web is coming, the super
connection is almost done, the audio
and video grass root contents will be
more and more numerous, of quality,
with high resolutions and most of all
free from bond of property and
copyright.

Questo magazine ha già posto
attenzione al fenomeno presentando
il progetto WJS di Anne Roquigny nel
Digimag 12 dello scorso Marzo
(www.roquigny.info/). Al contempo il
progetto dell’artista francesce non è
l’unico esistente, anzi: se da un lato è
importante ricordare per esempio il
progetto Vj-uberjeek di Amy
Alexander, dall’altra non si può non
provare sincera curiosità ed
eccitazione di fronte alla piattaforma
online in tempo reale Visitors Studio
che consente la condivisione e
l’utilizzo di materiale per performance
audiovisive

I’m sure that the majority of the
readers has heard about You Tube
(but don’t forget Flickr and some
others), the new American
phenomenon that anticipates the
advent of the new Net era, hosting a
huge amount of video and music,
animations and images, in a chaotic
condensed able to valorise

This magazine already paid attention
to the phenomenon presenting the
WJS project by Anne Roquigny in
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Digimag 12 of last March
(www.roquigny.info). At the same
time the French project is not the only
one. If on one side it is important to
remember the Vj-uberjeek project by
Amy Alexander , on the other side you
can’t not feel sincere curiosity and
excitement in front of the online real
time platform Visitor Studio that
allows the sharing and the use of
material for audiovisual performances.
(www.visitorsstudio.org/index.php?di
ff=-120)

For sure it’s left the fascination of
thinking of the power that the Net has
in the multimedia live performances
of the future, moreover because of
the wise words expressed by a
theorist and artist such as Terre
Thaemlitz in his essay “The Crisis of
Post Spectacle Live Contemporary
Ambient Performance” (produced in
Italy by Nero Edizioni but also
available on (www.comatonse.com).
Rick Silva with his Satellite Jokey ,
presented in the Digital a la Carte
section of Sonar 2006 , steps forward,
inserting important elements of the
hacker ethic inside the dynamics over
exposed. The Brazilian artist has been
able to hackering the famous Google
Hearth tool, using to his purpose the
natural dynamic of the software. With
this type of approach Satellite Jokey is
a project on line, an installation or
performance of wjing where audio
and video are taken real time on line
and from the digital representation of
the surrounding world, in a precise
moment and precise place.
Metaphors and words could be
wasted, the socio-cultural analysis
even. That’s the reason why we send
you to the general concept written by
Regine Debatty for her Digital a la
Carte inside the Sonar. For a more
concrete analysis on the meaning of
being multimedia artist at the
threshold of Web 2.0 , I invite you to a
brief chat with Rick Silva.

.

I’m anxious to underline the “meta”
nature of these projects and the
hybrid attitude of their creator.
Netartists maybe, audiovisual
performers for sure, experimenters of
extremes shapes of networking in real
time. It comes the time where
definitions loose their meaning,
theories (and those who dispense
them around the world) are no more
able to follow the dynamics and
evolutions in act nowadays, because
of their rapidity and Multilanguage.
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Marco Mancuso: How does the
system technically work? How did you
hackered the software?
Rick Silva: I’ve experimented with a a
few different ways, i’ve made 30
minute mixes, where i capture video
from the screen then remix it to
music. and most recently at the
‘media archeology: software cinema’
festival in houston i did a live set using
just google earth connected to the
internet, in full screen and using some
overlays. i practice moves like a dj or
vj would with their mixers and decks. i
know what places on earth go good
with what music tracks i’m playing, i
use different keyboard shortcuts and
controllers. for sonar it was just a
website with links to videomixes, for
futuresonic it’ll be more of an
installation.

.

Marco Mancuso: Why did you decide
to use a tool such as Google Hearth?
Do you think that it is just a good
source of images or are you obviously
interested to a deeper meaning?
Rick Silva: I work more like a punk
rocker than a programmer, rather
than build something up from scratch
i like to take the available
media/software and use it in tactical
ways. what i find interesting about
google earth is that it’s this 3d video
space, that is on the very surface
supposed to be a very real depiction
of our world, (a world self portrait) but
really the more you look at it the more
you
see
glitchy/pixellated
abstractions; a photo from 2001
spliced next to one from 2002 spliced
next to one that has shadows facing
the opposite way of the next one. it’s
one of these programs that will be so
much ‘better’ (or more high res) in a
few years,, but i love the current
messy digitalized version of (google)
earth.

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you think that the
multimedia performer future will be
linked on its ability to use hackered
software more than software under
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licence, as the majority of software in
the graphic and music area, excluded
some rare and happy exceptions?

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you consider
yourself more a san artist, an hacker,
an audiovisual performer or a netartist
(when this word can still have a
meaning nowadays)?

Rick Silva: Well, it’s cool how google
earth has this open door for ‘hacks’
and overlays and such.. for me it’s
always more about the technique
/performance and content and time
than software.

Rick Silva: For this project, i think all
those terms work in different ways,
but all of them work. i think people
don’t like the term net artist because
no one has figured out how to make
money as a net artist yet. but i still like
that term .

Marco Mancuso: How could the Net
be important in the future of
multimedia performances as an
infinite hard disk of images and
sounds and as a virtual space for the
networking?

Marco Mancuso: Have you ever
experimented Satellite Jockey in a
real live performance? If yes, which
kind of emotions and experiences
have you felt?

Rick Silva: It’s super important,
quickly the desktop is moving all
online with web 2.0. and net.artists
have been foreshadowing this for
years. right now i’m woking on a
different ‘jockey’ project with the net
artist abe linkoln. we hand select and
mix hundreds of live rss feeds into one
scrolling mix. the risk you have to
accept is that the image / sound /
video may be deleted at any time by
the people and machines hosting that
media. (www.rssjockey.com)

Rick Silva: Yes a couple of times. i like
starting out in space and then slowly
zooming in on the spot where the
performance is taking place. during
the houston performance everything
was clicking just right. i was going to
different places in google earth and
people would come up to me and say,
hey that’s where i was born in that
little town in peru you where just
rotating and scratching on! in
houston the performance was also
outside in a courtyard which was full
of huge trees which was really nice.
it’s cool that someone can see that in
a big space like that and then later
when they are at home, listening to
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their headphones and surfing google
earth, they’ll think of that particular
space/night.

Rick Silva: Wj-s concept is cool and
it’s been around in different forms for
a while now (amy alexander’s vj
ubergeek project to name one), i’ve
never seen wj-s live, so i don’t really
know about it. i’ve been thinking
about the web as this huge remixable
space for a long time now and view
all my various projects on the web as
a performance. so to me this is not a
radical shift or anything, but an
inevitable reflection / metaphor of
what we are doing everyday with the
web. someone was going to do it and
roguigny and furtherfield wrote the
right grants and live in the right
countries to fund their projects.

.

Marco Mancuso: What do you think
about other net-audio-video projects,
such as the WJ-S project, or platforms
such as the Visitor Studio?

www.satellitejockey.net/
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L’artista Indagatore E Il Ruolo Dei Media
Barbara Sansone

quanto interessanti erano le
tematiche proposte, ma a giudicare
dal numero delle sedie disponibili
l’organizzazione era preparata a una
dimensione piuttosto intima. Forse,
come sempre, i mondiali di calcio
hanno avuto la meglio su uno scambio
di idee riguardo a come interpretare il
momento storico in rapida e radicale
trasformazione, e per questo ancora
sommamente magmatico, nel quale
tutti quanti viviamo.

Dal 24 al 27 giugno, presso gli spazi
del CCCB (www.cccb.org), si è tenuta
la tappa barcellonese dell’Art Tech
Media 06 diretto e coordinato
da Montse Arbelo e Joseba Franco. La
manifestazione itinerante si articola
nel corso di diversi mesi e ha luogo
presso diverse sedi in tutta la Spagna
(Tenerife, A Coruña, Vitoria,
Salamanca, Murcia, Bilbao, Barcelona
e Madrid). Si tratta di un incontro tra
artisti, organizzatori di eventi, direttori
di musei, pensatori, commissari,
galleristi, agenti culturali, politici per
riflettere sulle tematiche nevralgiche
dell’era delle nuove tecnologie.

Forse chi è realmente immerso nelle
nuove tecnologie tende sempre a
volare un po’ troppo con la fantasia. Il
titolo della manifestazione, il tema e i
nomi degli artisti e delle strutture
coinvolte facevano presagire
un’atmosfera
fortemente
multimediale, con stazioni interattive,
installazioni e chissà che altro. Niente
di tutto questo. Come si è detto, nella
grande hall del CCCB, oltre a un paio
di computer dove consultare il sito
dell’Art Tech Media, si è sfruttato solo
il grande schermo su cui proiettare
lavori non sempre interessanti e non
sempre
particolarmente
avanguardistici, né in merito di
contenuti né di tecnica. Basta che

Le
tavole
rotonde
sono
accompagnate da proiezioni, che al
CCCB hanno avuto luogo durante le
prime due giornate e nelle ore che
precedevano
le
conferenze.
L’affluenza è stata bassa, se si pensa a

qualcosa sia realizzato in digitale
perché meriti di essere esibito in un
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evento come questo? Il tema è
emerso, ovviamente, nel corso delle
conferenze.

direttore
tecnico
dell’Hangar (www.hangar.org), centro
di produzione di arti visuali a
Barcellona nato da poco nell’ex
quartiere industriale Poble Nou e già
estremamente attivo e promettente.
Il tema della discussioneè se la
Spagna riesca o meno a forgiare
sperimentatori di grande portata e se
le istituzioni pubbliche (nel mirino
soprattutto
le
università)
contribuiscono a questo sviluppo o
rimangono congelate nel loro ruolo di
trasmettitori più che di generatori di
cultura. La conclusione comune è che
il problema come sempre sono i fondi
a disposizione, che devono comunque
essere distribuiti anche ad altre aree
di ricerca e non permettono di
spingersi troppo oltre. Il discorso,
tranne nel caso di alcuni timidi
tentativi, è rimasto piuttosto limitato
alla Spagna, mentre uno sguardo
leggermente più panoramico che si
spingesse al di là dei confini nazionali
avrebbe aiutato a fare confronti più
consistenti e a trovare proposte più
concrete.

.

Lunedi 26 il tema era l’artista
indagatore ed erano invitati per
partecipare alla discussione e
presentare i loro lavori Marcel.lí
Antuñez Roca, attualmente in
sospetto che ciò che è nuovo non è
più abbastanza nuovo, anche se
sempre attivo nelle sue eccellenti
produzioni tutt’altro che prive di
innovazione; Ximo Lizana, che ha
portato testimonianze di diverse
possibilità proposte anche da altri
artisti, come graffiti di led e
ologrammi visibili a 360° creati
direttamente da modellazioni 3D
realizzate sul computer; Natalia
Rojas (www.nataliarojas.com), che ha
mostrato i video di alcune istallazioni
da lei realizzate dove si cercava, con
espedienti molto semplici ma
d’effetto, di trovare nuovi modi per
coinvolgere il pubblico. All’incontro ha
partecipato anche Pedro Soler,
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nel sottobosco.

.

Questa veduta un po’ troppo
domestica ha permeato anche e
soprattutto la seconda giornata di
incontri. In questa sessione si è
parlato soprattutto del ruolo dei
media nelle nuove tecnologie e si è
fatta molta teoria rispetto a chi è
l’artista digitale, cos’è l’arte digitale e
quale dovrebbe essere la figura del
critico di queste nuove discipline. Il
tono generale della discussione,
fortunatamente non avallato da tutti i
presenti, ha confermato che rispetto a
questi argomenti non c’è ancora una
reale chiarezza di idee.

.

Tutti si sono dichiarati coscienti
dell’eclettismo e dell’accavallamento
dei ruoli di artista, ideatore, creatore,
produttore, distributore, promotore,
organizzatore, eccetera, ma molti si
sono poi contraddetti denunciando la
superficialità della preparazione
soprattutto di critici e giornalisti. “The
medium is the message”, ha
detto Marshall McLuhan, il profeta
dell’era elettronica, e se cerchiamo i
contenuti di questa arte sempre più
“destrutturata” forse dovremmo
provare a destrutturare i criteri che
finora si sono adottati per ciò che non
era questo. Navigare di più e con
maggiore consapevolezza, dare
spazio a chi agisce e plasma la materia
elettronica, cercando di capire cosa
pensa, cosa cerca, cosa fa e perché.
Forse dovremmo finalmente
abbandonarci all’idea che in questa
era di “confusione” le espressioni
artistiche, i fenomeni sociali e le
modalità di comunicazione sono tre

Qualcuno ha sostenuto che un critico
non deve avere una preparazione di
stampo tecnico, ma il classico
bagaglio di conoscenze di storia
dell’arte, poichè quanto sta
accadendo oggi è del tutto nuovo e
necessita di nuovi criteri e punti di
vista. Lo si nota nel processo di
creazione di un’opera digitale (per
esempio quando si parla di codice di
programmazione) il quale è cruciale
per valutarne la creatività e la genialità
nonchè per educare il pubblico a
fruirla; così come nel concetto e nel
fenomeno dell’hacking (non nella sua
accezione criminale, ma nel suo
significato di superamento dei limiti,
di sfondamento delle barriere, di
aggiramento e di utilizzo di uno
strumento per scopi non previsti) che
non è più qualcosa che accade solo
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aspetti inscindibili che vanno
considerati insieme, in un dialogo
aperto, liberandosi di ogni
presunzione e allargando lo sguardo
perché abbracci tutto il “villaggio
globale”.

situazione e che quando riescono a
ottenere dei fondi sono in grado di
organizzare le manifestazioni più
interessanti con il background adatto
per mettere a fuoco gli elementi più
importanti.

Sarebbe meglio dare maggiore spazio
agli artisti (o ai creativi che si
avvalgono delle nuove tecnologie),
che come all’OFFF di Barcellona,
riescono a seminare la conoscenza e
la capacità di interpretazione che
sono necessarie per tentare di
dipingere un quadro significativo della

www.artechmedia.net

www.montsearbelojosebafranco.com
www.marceliantunez.com
www.ximolizana.com
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Sonar 2006: Que Viva Barcelona!
Giulia Baldi

So the festival (from its decennial
edition in 2004) are exploring these
hybrids and electronic became only a
part of its program. This edition
graphics was based on photography
figurative and hyper-real element.
Line up mainly proposed the
“natural/artificial” topic in black and
Japanese music rather than electronic
music innovations. The message was
not really clear though, it was a
bewildering festival for everyone (for
both ones who were there in 2004
and who were not): thousands of lost,
disoriented (but amused) souls
crewed Sonar by day and by night
looking for synthetic sounds and
rhythms and (mostly) finding
something else.

Sonar is considered the European
musical festival par excellence but
this is not absolutely true. As a matter
of fact Sonar is the ‘ Barcelona
International Festival of Advanced
Music and Multimedia Art ‘ . So it’s
about music and advanced
multimedia art  not merely electronic
music.
Technology and electronic languages
have noticeably played a significant
role in recent communication and art
thus Sonar has been a synonym of
electronic and digital culture for its
first ten years. But now that the
“organic” represents once again a
necessary aspect of the creative
vanguards practice, the synthesis of
technological and human universes
embodies advanced culture again in
Sonar conceivers and promoters’
opinion.

.

So the better thing to do to
appreciate this music and advanced
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art festival was to forget about “the”
electronic festival and enjoy these
frenzied 3 festival – which was this
year dedicated to black and Japanese
music – days in Barcelona. For the
ones who succeeded in re-tuning
their thoughts on a now changed
reality Sonar represented a special
opportunity to discover something
new and to feel exceptional emotions.
We “floated” among various things
(with crowd and spaces consent  but
we’ll discuss this issue with the three
excellent Sonar organisers in the
future and we’ll give you the
possibility to read our correspondence
with them ). By day we were
captivated by the angelic and electroacoustic Knife ‘s songs, the folkloristic
Tunng ‘s atmospheres, the electrocorporal Doravideo ‘s sound, the
Kimmo Pohjonen/Samuli Kosminen
Kluster open-ended and hypnotic mix
of styles and instruments, the electric
Liars ‘s new no-wave, the melancholic
sounds by Circlesquare, the MC Pete
Philly ‘s soul and hip hop sounds of
Perquisite , the sophisticated Birdy
Nam Nam ‘s plates compositions, the
‘s game (19 th century funk), Fat
Freddy’s Drop (roots, dub, reggae, jazz
or soul???) and finally (by surprise)
Scissor Sisters in a finally frisky village.

‘s techno-reggae, to the wild Otto von
Schirach ‘s performances and Dj Krush
‘s “rarefactions”. Last but not least, a
little bit of electronic “tradition” with
Pigna People a Audion , the always
brilliant Jeff Mills and Dave Clarke.

.

It was obviously impossible to see
everything and sometimes we got
disappointed (basically because we
always
have
exaggerate
expectations!). here are the
performances who discontented us:
the electrified bossanova by the (too?)
soft Senor Coconut or Chic ‘s sleek
disco (Chics are always great when
they don’t try to give a pop-leaning to
their best songs medleys), Dj Shadow
& co’s predictable hip hop (classic rap
on standard basis) or Laurent Garnier
‘s jazzy version (we didn’t appreciate it
like we did for some of her other
projects).

Even by night it was a multidirectional course: from black history
and culture handed down by Linton
Kwesi Johnson , the Goldfrapp ‘s
glittering glam and the Modeselektor

Too bad for the weak ending
performance carried out by Richie
Hawtin and Ricardo Villalobos (has
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anyone ever seen a really inspired and
powerful Hawtin&Villalobos back-t-back? We haven’t ) We got fed-up
waiting for a never-coming climax. So
for the first time the break of the
dawn caught the thousands of
persons who were there with their
hands down and a somewhat jaded
look. Organisers can’t do almost
nothing to conjure these things but
starting to propose  at least for the
moment we wait for the height of
fashion  less disingenuous and
consequently more concentrated or
amused artists

overcoming electronic music and
mixing it up with other genres, but
artistic proposals were basically still
about digital culture and focused on
media art. In other words, if music has
changed art didn’t (i.e. advanced art
still remains digital multimedia art.)

Curated by Drew Hemment, José Luis
de Vicente, “scar Abril Ascaso and
Advanced Music , the show, called
Always On , is the last episode of a
series of SonarMatica that focuses on
the representation of territory and its
digital re-writing. The first year of
SonarMatica, 2004, had been
dedicated to Micronations , cyber
nations, imaginary countries or
projects for new countries that look
like real independent nations but that
are not officially recognized and exist
on paper or online only. Last year was
called Randonnée and gave a glance
through 21 st century landscaping,
from new figurativism to augmented
reality to virtual architecture and
datascapes. This year the exhibition
revolved around mobile culture and
locative media .

By chance every day on the beach and
in clubs the town offered us powerful
emotions and wild dances. These are
private and public rituals which make
Sonar our impossible to miss “Holy
week”. Que viva Barcelona .

.

SONARMATICA, THE ACOUSTIC
SPACE OF MOBILE CULTURE
Sonar music became more organic
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physical one; on the other hand
omnipresent connectivity and mobile
phone pervasive closeness. Always On
considers iPod and mobile phone
technologies as paradigmatic of the
contemporary
communicative
ecology.

.

Oscar Abril Ascaso proposed the term
“On” because it means “on, activated,
switched on” but in Catalan it also
means “where.” On suggests thus
both an idea of place and an idea of
activity. The idea of urban territory
nowadays encompasses also a very
crucial, ubiquous yet intangible
element::
connectivity
(and
pervasiveness). This overcomes
Joshua Meyrowitz ‘s TV “no sense of
place” because of the spreading of
mobile communication connectivity
and pervasiveness that re-elaborates
city physical geography changing it
into a fluid space.

.

S o S o n a r Mat ica 2006 ex p lored
contemporary declension of what
Marshall McLuhan called acoustic
space in the Sixties, that is the new
experiential dimension which came
out from electric media (telegraph,
radio, tv) spreading. Electric
communication evolution (mobile
phone, Walkman, Discman, iPod,
RFID, GPS and so forth) combines
media and natural environment in a

Some projects were for the first time
taking Sonar participants to the
streets of Barcelona: Among these
outdoor projects there were Day of
the Figurines pervasive game – three
da y s of c onsta nt texting a l o n g
Barcelona’s streets, and Sonic
Interface : equipped with a computer
in a backpack and headphones, you
follow a guide through the city
streets, shopping malls, or the
underground. The sound you perceive
through the headphones reflects the
actual urban soundscape but with
some surprises: the noises either
come in mosaic or they are amplified
or repeated. The subject, perceiving a
shift between sight and sound finds
himself in a new universe and,

thick network of cross-relationships
that re-write the world and create a
space without restrictions crossed by
pervasive but fleeting fluxes of
information. On one hand iPod as a
personalization of world based on the
possibility to increase reality by
dipping into a media landscape
superimposing  as a film  to the
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liberated from unified perception.
Let’s also mention Yellow Arrow (a city
physical locations txts tagging) and
the outdoor treasure-hunting via gps
game Geocatching . Michelle Teran’s
project Life: A User’s Manual was also
very interesting. She uses a very
common tech device to “hack” into
surveillance cameras. Every day at 9
p.m , Michelle Teran was inviting
people to follow her on a “surveillance
hacking” tour in Barcelona .

.

Always on artistic direction was great
and appropriately and suitably chose
the concept and pretty well defined it.
Expositive and outdoor projects
association was aimed at re-writing
the exhibition communicative
method. Although the exhibition was
yet linked to museum exhibition
strategies with an a-sensorial
installation approach. There was no
room for interaction and hands on
experience.

With Biomapping people are sent in
the streets with a BioMapping tool to
record their Galvanic Skin Response, a
simple indicator of emotional arousal
in conjunction with their geographical
location. Global Player works like a
CD-player. But instead of playing CDs,
it plays the globe changing earth
surface into sound frequencies. The
psycho-geographic project .walk
raises regimentation to an art form by
giving instructions for a walk through
a city. Zapped! takes a close look atand a new approach to-the mass
deployment of Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID).

Bruce Sterling has recently wrote an
article commenting on Ars Electronica
last edition. He wrote media art is not
welcomed in museums and it remains
an art market outsider. But I think the
important think is to learn to be an
outsider. Can these projects be
emphasised by museum expositive
strategies.

.

SONARAMA, AMONG DIGITAL UP
AND DOWN
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Sonarama focuses (without claiming
to be comprehensive) on the latest
developments in new media  more
and more closer sounds interaction,
visual art and new communication
and expression technologies. In my
opinion it is not yet valorised as the
other festival events of great
international impact. Among this
year’s activities were audio-visual
concert, installations, and technology
demonstrations as well as medialabs
and software presentations. Here
there are the exhibition of what we
appreciated most, better leave out
the things that are not on the
following list:

Mikel Nelson (UK) – After Kerouac
Nelson is an artist who creates
scenarios we appreciate only because
“we don’t have to spend our nights
there”. He works with fears and
anguishes hidden in human soul. After
Kerouac is a claustrophobic spiral we 
apparently uselessly  stroll. Legs
movement is called off and an
unpleasant feeling of stillness grows,
while nostrils are assaulted by the
smell of tyres mucking up the walls
and raked behind a door  at the end
of this freaky journey – we are very
scared to open
Sergi Giordà, Günter Geiger, Martin
Kaltenbrunner, Marcos Alonso (ES) reac table

- Installazions
Lars Arrhenius (SE) – Urban Stories

These artists are developing  at the
Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona
 reacTable ( mtg.upf.edu/reactable ),
hardware they “played” during the
three festival days at the area
dedicated to installations. The
hardware was then presented on the
last festival day at the conference
spot. The hardware is based on a sort
of round table where it’s possible to
perform adlibbing electronic music
execution and composition through a
translucent table, sound generator
devices, loops, filters, metronomes
(you can move, round, and touch), a
video-camera, and a computer
managing a pd and openGLbased
system. This is a still developing 

Very simple and funny installations
presenting city or condo daily life. Lars
Arrhenius removes walls hiding
people private lives ironically
revealing their feelings and emotions.

.
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really
evocative
interactive
installation. There will soon be the
possibility to play with reacTables
online.

can be used to develop stand-alone
interactive objects or can be
connected to software on your
computer (e.g PD, Processing, Flash,
Max/MSP ). The boards can be
assembled by hand or purchased
preassembled; the open-source IDE
can be downloaded for free. David
Cuartielles presented an example of
multiplicity of sensor data interfacing
a computer using 20 Arduinos on
stage simultaneously. The workshop
was led by David Cuartielles and Àlex
Posadas from dell’Hangar di BCN .

.

- Presentazioni di hardware/software:
Zoonar – Santiago Ortiz (CO) www.moebio.com
Moebio  who were also present at
OFFF festival  is an always
appreciated icon of Spanish artistictechnological vanguard. He presented
a new developmental phase of his
project Mytozoos . The sound system
presented last month is now
integrated in the application where
bugs live

.

- Audiovisual concerts:
Earth, Wind & Firewire (ES) www.earthwindandfirewire.com

Arduino – David Cuartielles & Alex
Posada (ES) - www.arduino.cc

Flowers, manipulated elements and
boring mirroring effect coming from
the two performers wearing firemen’s
helmets and flip-flops: clean but not
that proactive sound

Arduino is an open-source physical
computing platform based on a
simple i/o board and a development
environment that implements the
Processing/Wiring language. Arduino

SXNDRX: Videoboxing (NL)
www.mediawar.com/sxndrx
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-

Ryoji Ikeda: Datamatics (JP) www.ryojiikeda.com

The starting point of “Videoboxing”
(created in collaboration with steim 
the famous Netherlands studio for
electro-instrumental music) is a
collection of sound fragments taken
from different moments in a fight
between lovers and ex-lovers of
cinema and television. The idea is
interesting but music is trite and the
final effect is feeble.

Sonarama grand finale: points, lines,
particles, plans, volumes, cosmos
atmospheric and weather effects of
Datamatics project. Obviously perfect
and elegant strong synchronized
sounds at the dome-shaped roof of
the Centre d´Art Santa Mónica. A
grand finale made of people escaping
excessive noise and technoenthusiasts that couldn’t control their
appreciation. A real style exercise: a
flash file erroneously appearing during
check phase reveals the blank of an
excessively cold and detached audiovideo approach, without live
emotions, confirmed by the artist’s
absence from the stage. In our
opinion this is an old-fashioned
expressive form (on this subject read
the beautiful essay by Terre Thaemlitz
“The Crisis of Post-Spectacle Live
Contemporary
Ambient
Performance”) Sonarama’s curators
should reflect upon.

.

Toshio Iwai: Tenori On (Jp)
Maybe the most interesting Sonarama
performance even if it was not very
coherent with audio-visual concept.
Iwai created a real digital and
interactive music instrument. An
interactive and playable matrix of
16×16 with electronic tools, micromusic interfaces and sensorial devices
gave us a unique live performance.
We didn’t appreciate the visual
component formed by the film of
what was going on stage by means of
micro-cameras placed on performers’
shoulders

.
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- Technological demos:

identities and multiplying themselves
reflecting the complexity of sound.
harmonic (but not that rhythmic)
image synchronization, shadows,
sliding doors, flying petals in slow
motion that soften the atmosphere
recalled by fast rhythm.

Edirol VJ equipment showcase – VJ
Masaru (JP) - www.edirol.net
At auditorium spaces Vj Masaru,
dancer, fashion designer, video-maker
and anomalous VJ presented the
system he developed. Minimalist:
animation of a simple white circle on
black background assuming different

www.sonar.es
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Santarcangelo 06. Emozioni Quotidiane
Massimo Schiavoni

Questa edizione del Festival si
presenta come occasione privilegiata
d’incontro degli artisti tra di loro e con
gli spettatori, con particolare
attenzione ai giovani gruppi italiani
che qui possono trovare una realtà di
crescita e di produzione ma anche
uno spazio aperto al confronto con
artisti internazionali, studiosi, critici e
spettatori. Per il pubblico il Festival ha
pensato due preziosi strumenti per
aprire un dialogo reale: Santarcangelo

Una nuova direzione artistica guidata
da Olivier Bouin, con la condirezione
di Paolo Ruffini , firma la 36^ edizione
del Festival di Santarcangelo, in
programma dal 10 al 16 luglio 2006, a
Santarcangelo di Romagna e dintorni.
Un nuovo sottotitolo accompagna la
storica manifestazione: International
Festival of the Arts, ad indicare uno
sguardo
consapevole
della
transdisciplinarietà che caratterizza
ormai la creazione contemporanea e
attento a esplorare nessi,
convergenze e fratture tra le arti,
attraversando teatro, danza,
performance, arti visive, letteratura,
musica e cinema. Ma anche uno
sguardo che si fa sempre più
internazionale, ospitando realtà
artistiche tra le più dirompenti e
acclamate della scena europea, con
debutti da Francia, Regno Unito,
Portogallo, Spagna, Israele e Norvegia.

06. Scritti sulla contemporaneità , un
volume edito da Fandango Libri, con
interventi di alcuni degli artisti della
36^ edizione e di studiosi, critici e
sociologi impegnati in una riflessione
sul senso della contemporaneità, e
uno spazio, fisico e di pensiero, il
lounge
disimpegno  spazio
, in cui
incontrare artisti, trovare libri, riviste,
DVD, CD, video, giornali, documenti.
Che cosa accade oggi nella vita
quotidiana? Quali sono gli stimoli, le
urgenze, gli appelli che l’arte riceve
dalla realtà di ogni giorno quando
entra in dialogo con essa? A
domandarselo sono molti degli artisti
ospiti e nei loro lavori propongono
una riflessione, una critica, una
denuncia dei corpi-oggetti immersi
nella quotidianità dei consumi,
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dell’apparire, del supermercato, delle
metropoli e delle periferie, fra
monolocali, salotti, amori finiti e storie
di confine, mescolando mondi surreali
alla frenesia che ogni giorno ci
accompagna.

esperienze di uomini e di donne che,
come in un baratto, si scambiano
racconti personali, ciascuno legato ad
un oggetto del quotidiano.

L’argentino Rodrigo Garcia , irriverente
star internazionale che denuncia
contraddizioni e ingiustizie con
performance provocatorie e violente,
affidate al suo gruppo spagnolo La
Carnicerìa teatro, è a Santarcangelo in
prima nazionale con Borges + Goya. Si
tratta di due monologhi l’uno affidato
a un mostro azzurro, uscito da un
incubo, voce delle violenze del regime
in Argentina, e l’altro ad un padre di
famiglia chedecide di portare i propri
figli al Museo del Prado sottraendoli
da Disneyworld e dal consumismo dei
fast food al grido di: “Preferisco che
mi tolga il sonno Goya piuttosto che
un qualsiasi figlio di puttana “.Per
quanto riguarda la drammaturgia, la
performing art e la danza non c’è che
una imbarazzante scelta d’élite. Tim
Etchells e i Forced Entertainment ,
inglesi dirompenti e anticonvenzionali,
presentano
in
prima
nazionale Exquisite Pain , un lavoro
ispirato al testo dell’artista Sophie
Calle , che vede lo storico gruppo di
Sheffield per la prima volta alle prese
con la scrittura di un testo. I Forced si
aprono alla drammaturgia nel segno
di un minimalismo che scatena forti
emozioni, per narrare storie di dolore
e di abbandono, scaturite da

.

L’Accademia degli Artefatti, uno dei
gruppi italiani cult degli anni ’90,
presenta due tappe di un percorso
dedicato all’opera di uno dei maggiori
drammaturghi inglesi degli anni
’80, Martin Crimp . In anteprima
nazionale per il festival, il gruppo
romano diretto da Fabrizio Arcuri
propone una coproduzione dello
studio sul nuovo spettacolo Il
Misantropo Molière/Crimp e poi
presenta Attempts on her life / 17
soggetti per il teatro , 17 racconti alla
ricerca dell’identità di una donna tra
diversi momenti e oggetti della sua
vita quotidiana. Alessandro Berti ,
fondatore de L’Impasto, in Confine
coprodotto dal festival e presentato in
prima nazionale, unisce il lavoro sul
corpo
alla
drammaturgia,
sperimentandosi per la prima volta
nella scrittura di un testo che ha per
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protagonisti tre personaggi di
“confine” e racconta di una famiglia di
oggi, che vive in periferia. Mentre
una band esegue dal vivo musiche
dei R.E.M. , immagini di terre di
confine si affastellano sullo sfondo, e il
corpo solo dell’artista è trafitto dalle
voci dei personaggi che neppure
riescono a dialogare tra di loro.

Piovani. Non manca uno sguardo
attento ai giovani autori italiani
vincitori di importanti premi come
Maurizio
Camilli
,
Premio
Tuttoteatro.com alle arti sceniche
Dante Cappelletti 2005 con Ccelera e
Stefano Massini , vincitore della
sezione Premio Tondelli nell’ambito
del Premio Riccione per il Teatro 2005
con L’odore assordante del bianco ,
presente a Santarcangelo con La
gabbia (figlia di notaio) . Dopo la
presentazione nell’ambito del
progetto ArgoNavis è a Santarcangelo
NicoNote con Porpora: una suite
barocca performance di Nicoletta
Magalotti con la drammaturgia di
Luca Scarlini.

Ascanio Celestini e Nicola
Piovani sono grandi protagonisti
di Letture da Pier Paolo Pasolini in cui
la lettura del racconto Mignottatratto
da Alì dagli occhi azzurri e del testo
inedito Poeta delle ceneri, si intreccia
alle note composte ed eseguite
appositamente per l’occasione da
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un percorso nella memoria del festival
e del teatro italiano che, come in un
viaggio di andata e ritorno, si intitola
Racconti da Santarcangelo a
Santarcangelo. Vent’anni di teatro. Un
attore e uno spettatore che si
scambiano emozioni. Questo è il
segreto del teatro ed è anche il cuore
di questo lavoro che nasce a partire
da Racconti di giugno , un incontro
emozionante di Delbono con il
pubblico, creato nel 2005 in occasione
della rassegna Garofano verde. Ora
Delbono torna ad attraversare la sua
biografia narrata a voce alta, fra storie,
persone, spettacoli che hanno
segnato anche la vita degli ultimi 20
anni del teatro. Si tratta, scrive, di “una
sorta di diario di bordo, di
introspezione sul senso nascosto delle
relazioni, sul lato dei desideri non
espressi ma mostrati, sulla curiosità
per gli altri, il filo rosso degli
invaghimenti, l’ardore delle scene
della vita e nelle scene del teatro,
l’estasi delle cose che ti perdono e che
gli altri non ti perdonano, quel
qualcosa di se stesso mai detto forse
perché mai chiesto. Le coincidenze
(tante) del mese di giugno, il mese in
cui sono nato .”

.

Tre artisti stranieri di grande livello
sono presenti con performances e
installazioni video sonore. Il
norvegese Ane Lan presenta The
Dream Chamber e una video
installazione di quattro canzoni
performative . Il francese Pierre
Giner con il gruppo rock Playdoh
propone Elesewhere Japan un tuffo
nel Giappone di oggi tra frenesie
quotidiane, periferie, moda e
consumi. L’israeliana, Miri Segal ,
classe 1965, presenta una videoinstallazione per un solo spettatore
Place de la bonne heure , un viaggio
ad alto tasso emozionale e
fortemente metaforico nella realtà
israeliana di oggi, dove convivono
distruzione, denuncia politico-sociale,
sogni, poesia e l’innocenza infantile.
Non mancano tre grandi nomi della
scena
italiana
che
hanno
caratterizzato molte delle edizioni del
festival di Santarcangelo: Pippo
Delbono , Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio e
Motus. Pippo Delbono è in scena con
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molto bene quello che succede, ma
nessuna parola che provenga dal
palco orienta la comprensione. Qui
occorre accettare una sospensione
che non è abolizione della parola, ma
dell’analogia che riduce la parola a
utensile
comunicativo.
La
comunicazione è la tragedia che viene
trattata come una commedia. E il
teatro, che è la culla delle
rappresentazioni tragiche e comiche,
non può ignorare questa realtà e deve
porre rimedio a questa micidiale
confusione che induce alla credenza e
alla indifferenza.

.

Socìetas
Raffaello
Sanzio presenta Crescita XII, Avignon
dalla Tragedia Endogonidia, un’azione
teatrale della durata di 15 minuti
aperta a 30 spettatori per volta cui è
affidata la funzione del coro
nell’antica tragedia greca, ossia capire
e spiegare quel che accade nella
realtà. Con la musica di Scott
Gibbons il percorso creato da Romeo
Castellucci sviluppa un aspetto
preciso dell’episodio avignonese,
generando un’azione autonoma.
Crescita da qualcosa o di qualcosa. In
questo caso è qualcosa che
cresce da un corpo e si sviluppa
singolarmente benché collegato a
quel corpo. La Crescita è un’azione
teatrale che dota l’intero arco della
Tragedia Endogonidia, da cui essa
dipende, di una particolare
gemmazione. La Crescita non è
dunque un’azione autonoma: deriva
dall’Episodio cui fa riferimento e ne
sviluppa un aspetto, un oggetto.

Se il teatro ha oggi una funzione, è
quella di andare a fondo della propria
specificità, che non è quella della
comunicazione e dell’analogia, ma
quella
della
rivelazione
e
dell’interruzione
attuate
singolarmente: partecipate o
condivise, ma derivanti da un
rapporto personale con la scena, non
preparato o orientato da un mediatore
esterno. Ecco allora che quello che
capita in scena sorprende gli
spettatori come autonomi artisti del
pensiero..

L’idea che sta al fondo della Tragedia
Endogonidia è infatti quella di un
pensiero che si muove e che si
moltiplica in rapporto alle città e agli
spettatori. Avendo abolito il Coro, la
cui funzione classica era quella di
spiegare i fatti che si avvicendavano,
ora tocca soltanto agli spettatori
“spiegare”, nel vero senso della parola:
porre mano in prima persona alla dura
indifferenza dei fatti. Gli occhi vedono
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della grande cella frigorifera.

.

Motus propone a place.[that
again], un progetto con azioni dal vivo
e immagini di Enrico Casagrande e
Daniela Niccolò dove tornano a
lavorare su Beckett dopo dieci anni:
risale infatti al 1994-95 lo spettacolo
che ha coalizzato la compagnia
rendendola capace di abitaretrasformare luoghi non teatrali con
delle vere e proprie “invasioni”
artistiche, ovvero L’occhio belva . Già il
titolo dello spettacolo deriva da una
definizione beckettiana, quella che
usa per nominare la camera da presa
e lo spettacolo tutto ruotava attorno a
questa ossessione per lo sguardo,
anche se i principali riferimenti
erano Quad e lo Spopolatore .

.

Claudia Triozzi, danzatrice e
coreografa italiana ormai francese
d’adozione, in Stand fa del suo corpo
una merce da mettere in mostra in
appositi spazi espositivi, gli stand
appunto, che oggi stanno dilagando in
ogni settore. Immagini la ritraggono in
spazi domestici, spezzoni di film e
foto di oggetti appaiono giganteschi
sullo sfondo mentre l’artista, in carne
e ossa, si riserva uno spazio defilato ai
bordi della scena da dove commenta
l’invasione dell’”apparire” con una
sorta di pre-linguaggio spettrale.
Kinkaleri , dopo tre tappe di lavoro
conclude a Santarcangelo il progetto
Nero , con la fase finale dal titolo
Nerone , frutto di un forte desiderio di
svolta e rinnovamento, di riflessione
sull’arte e sulla vita. Claudia Dias , una
delle più intriganti interpreti della
nuova danza portoghese, nella sua
Visita Guiada estrae da un sacchetto
del supermercato oggetti di uso
quotidiano e intimo e, legandoli al suo

L’ Occhio Belva è stato un grande atto
d’amore per le liriche visive di Beckett,
per il periodo “bianco”, fatto di “atti
senza parole”; prima di iniziare le
prove per l’anomalo e irripetibile
spettacolo avevamo fatto un breve
video in super 8 su All Strange Away,
come indagine appunto, sul rapporto
fra occhio della macchina e
corpo/pelle dell’attore. Lo spettacolo
nasceva in un luogo straordinario
come Interzona di Verona, divenuto
poi crocevia e fulcro creativo per la
generazione teatrale anni 90, e ogni
successivo atto teatrale di Motus ne è
rimasto impresso così come il circuito
stampato su cui si muovevano gli
attori è ancora tatuato sul pavimento
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corpo, ne fa una mappa di Lisbona,
accompagnando lo spettatore in un
racconto di memorie personali e
collettive che dall’immondizia urbana
sa ritrovare l’identità segreta degli
affetti.

percorso Il migliore dei mondi
possibili , in cui il pubblico osserva un
frammento di vita quotidiana
attraverso le relazioni tra gli
spettatori. MK, protagonisti della
danza italiana contemporanea, creano
per il festival Funzione, un evento che
unisce danza e musica e sigla la
collaborazione del gruppo con I
Sinistri .

Catherine Diverrès, da oltre 20 anni
protagonista ribelle della danza
europea, intraprende in Solides “un
viaggio in tempo reale nella creazione
artistica” alla ricerca di ciò che ha
contribuito a dar forma alla danza
contemporanea. Attraverso le parole
di grandi coreografi, esplorando
decenni
di
scuole
e
tendenze, Diverrès crea un evento
poetico che nasce a stretto contatto
con il pubblico chiamato ad
immergersi nell’azione per “capire
come è fatta la danza”.

Silvia Rampelli , giovane coreografa,
nello scenario scarno di Ragazzocane
proposto dal gruppo Habillè d’eau ,
terra di confine fra danza e teatro, dà
vita ad una performance intensa e
spiazzante che si aggiunge alla
presentazione di un nuovo percorso
dal titolo Atto performativo . Anche
per la danza il festival si apre ai
giovani ospitando Francesca Proia in Il
non fare e Vincenzo Carta & Benjamin
Vandewalle in We-Go vincitori del
Progetto Moving, sostenuto in
collaborazione con Cango e Fabbrica
Europa, Gruppo Nanou in Namoro e
Le-gami in Studio per una relazione ,
due giovani gruppi promossi dalla
nuova rete Anticorpi e infine il gruppo
Umpalumpa prodAction in Neon,
ambienti sottopassione .

.

Il festival infine dedica spazio al
cinema
instaurando
diverse
collaborazioni: con Fandango
presenta
il
film Texas dell’attore/regista Fausto
Paravidino , con la Fondazione Fellini
una rassegna di film d’autore di registi

Roberto Castello, fondatore del
collettivo Sosta Palmizi , propone in
prima nazionale e in coproduzione
con il festival Racconta. Prima
tappa , una nuova sezione del
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italiani e stranieri , con il produttore
inglese Artangel alcune recenti video
produzioni e film sperimentali di vari
autori tra cui Cameron Jamie , Jeremy
Deller , Richard Billingham e Sophie
Finnes . In collaborazione con il
Riccione TTV, vengono presentati
alcuni video sugli anni ’90 e le opere
dei finalisti del Concorso Italia di
quest’ultima edizione: David Zamagni
e Nadia Ranocchi con Morning Smile ,
Davide Pepe con Body Electric #1 ,
Silvia Storelli con Sotto quel che
abbiamo costruito  Immagini dal
Teatro del Pratello
Qualcuno arriverà

con

e Pietro Lassandro
.

Un’attenzione particolare è rivolta alla
presentazione di libri sul teatro e una
collaborazione importante è in atto
con
Cittadellarte-Fondazione
Pistoletto per il progetto Letteratura
di svolta , dedicato a diverse forme
letterarie capaci di segnare una
“svolta” in questo momento storico.

www.santarcangelofestival.com
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Theare Of Art And Ardor
Teresa De Feo

and the critics for their projects,
Romeo and Giulietta (1999), Requiem
(2001), Alice vietato > di 18 anni , Ada
and Familiar chronicles, they are
distinguished for their omnivorous use
of whatever expressive means, the
language, the technology, the media
or the instrumentations. To define
them only theatre does not give merit
to their creative steak: photographs,
videos, speaking objects, sounds
outside field, a twisted love for
linguistic games (anagrams, charades,
puzzles) which are the main
ingredients they put into their shows.
The topics are stolen from the world
of infancy and to its means: a schizoid
childhood and its premature collapse.

Recent guests at the Festival delle
Colline Torinesi , Fanny & Alexander is
not only an experimental theatre
company. They are actors, writers,
performers, photographers, video
makers. A pair that stand out for
volatility and goliardicity, certainly
from the decidedly brainy features.
Born in Ravenna in 1992 out of the
artistic union of Luigi de Angelis and
Chiara Lagani, Fanny & Alexander have
activated a group of forty events
between theatre shows, photographic
installations,
performances,
extensions, cinematographic and
video productions. Since 1999
photographer Enrico Fedrigoli has
collaborated with them, too.

Both the choice of their name, and
like so the literary titles from which
their works are freely drawn, the
colours, the settings, the scenery,
testify their obsessive attention. The
name Fanny & Alexander resumes the
title of one of last films of the great
director Ingmar Bergman , that
speaks, not by chance, about two
young adolescents, who are at hands
with the abrupt interruption of their
youth.

Brought to the attention of the public
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But this, although nodal, is only one of
the lines of research of the
speleologists, always on the tracks,
enlarged by the blown-up scenery, of
slight post-modern perversions of the
nevrosis: love and its other side, an
exhibited pornography, morbid and
patinated, the terror of the fairytale,
the amnesia of the fragment.
Reminding one their work, in taste
and shades, that defined literary
t e n d e n c y ‘ 9 0 ′ s s u c h a s nevroromanticism . But this is only one
notation.

.

Like so Alice vietato > di 18 anni ,
taken from the novel by Lewis Carroll ,
as the same Chiara Lagani describes
it, ” it is an impeccable structure of
terror and fantasy”. Subjective scenery
and narrative device as a deformed
projection of the main character that
merges dream and truth. It is the
mania of childhood that guides the
vision of Alice . A childhood read in its
delirious omnipotence, enemy and
deceptiveness. The saga Ada ,
Cronache familiare, the parameters
are inspired by the vicissitude of the
two siblings Ada and Van, and their
incestuous relationship, during their
life, narrated by Russian writer
Nabokov in the novel Ada or Ardore.
The Heliogabalus , last plan of the pair
faces the paradox of the reigning
adolescent: roman emperor Mark
Aurelio Antonio, inundated by the cult
of the sun El-Galab, called to govern
at 14 years old and murdered at 18 by
his preTauruses . A hallucinating story
that had already stuck the fantasy of
Antonin Artaud.

.

Beyond the determined character of
their themes, what strikes you is their
methodology, nomadic, always in
fairs, multi-shaped, that finds in its
scenic frame only one of the many
possible solutions. Video installations,
continuous textual comments and
enrichments to the drama that is
renewed time after time, musical
performances, a photographic
documentation that becomes the
same narration, conferences, makes
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the work of Fanny & Alexander come
to life, a magma that is expanded into
a thousand streams.

in their
debut. But not only. Added to all of
this is the photographic exhibition by
Enrico Fedrigoli and the presentation
of the two publications: a book game
and Ada, romanzo per enigmi in 7
dimore , (Ada, novel for enigmas in 7
dwellings,) composed of enigmas,
word games, charades that repropose the dynamics and the ins and
outs of theatrical work.

Ada, Cronache familiari , almost
represented in its entirety at the
Turinese festival, is a free re-visitation
of the story Ada and Ardore by
Nabokov. Subdivided in eight pieces
or “dwellings”, the work puts on stage,
in episodes, varies topical moments of
the story, not tied up by chronological
order and narratively autonomous.
The six episodes, in “first absolute” put
on stage in Turin in a unique path: the
shows Marine Aqua, Ardis I, Ardis II,
and Vaniada , made up of a
constellation of videoinstallazioni Villa
Venus and Lucinda Museum,

www.fannyalexander.org/archivio/in
dex.html

www.heliogabalus.org/
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Softwares Sensoriali E Materiali Digitali
Tiziana Gemin

materials and different surfaces, as
traces of life. The relationship
between technology and personal
memory and the man-nature
relationship are keyword in her work.

There is an exhibition of some works
created by the artists Alessandro
Capozzo and Katja Noppes in Venice,
at the Ex Cantieri Navali. The
collaboration between these two
protagonist is really interesting,
considering the possibility of a
dialogue between conventional art
and new tecnologies.

.

The to are triying to create an
interaction between digital and
analogical media, with a metaphorical
use of materials. Capozzo and Noppes
create their works as a synthesis, far
from the concept of easy aesthetic,
mediating between new tecnologies
experiences and physical and
sensorial sensations.

The two artists have different
technical competence and way of
representation. Alessandro Capozzo,
media artist and designer, interested
in musicology, uses program
languages as expressive medium. He
creates generative softwares, where
the code is something that create
complex systems.

Their works moved on a thin border,
where inorganic has a dynamic life
and organic is nothing but a trace.
Two opposite ideas become
complementary in a dialogue about
emptiness and fullness. Their works

Katja Noppes, scenographic artist,
worked on video and painting. In her
works is easy to see her interest for
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talk about the sensitive world, in their
composite objects meanings change
and material is not fixed.

has a essential and formal coherence.
In term of time, the 1 st installation is
Exuvia, This name came from a word
used in biology to describe the
skeleton of an insect. The installation
is a form of a computer desktop in a
syntetic transparent material, on a ldc
screen covered with epoxy resin. On
the resin are printed dragonfly wings.
On the screen a generative software
show a dynamic visualisation of the
line that makes the wings flutter.
The work suggests the metaphor of
metamorphosis, through the absence
of the insect, and find its life in the
hypnotic movement created by the
software.

.

In the Exhibition we can see that
works are made of different
processes. A complex interpretation
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opera written on, and a heart-shaped
part. In the 2 nd part, 13 hearts in grey
cement coloured gum are fixed in
horizontal lines, just like a
metropolitan skyline. The shapes can’t
really be seen from the extern of the
silicon squares but it is possible to
evoke their presence putting a finger
into the object, through a special hole.
The 3 rd act is another gum heart with
a small camera, using infrared lighter.
The camera send the image og the
inner form to a black and white
screen, visualizing the heart pulsing.
The rhytm is faster as we come closer
to the object.

.

Madamina il catalogo è questo is a
work whose name depends on the
famous Don Giovanni. The work is a
modular installation made of different
works. The 1 st part is a plaster cast,
open like a book, with the lyric of the
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sensors, on the top of 2 sticks: getting
closer to the sticks it is possible to
visualize the code or to modifying the
urbanistic project.
The collaboration between Capozzo
and Noppes is a brave moment of
research, but also it is a challenge,
trying to get far from the stereotypes.
Their production inspires us questions
about perceptions and aesthetic. In
the last days og this month, they are
going to set and exposition in Boston ,
at Siggraph 2006.

.

With the interactive installation Code
Specific Beta, we are in front of a gum
column, cement look like, on the top
of which there is a screen. On the
monitor it is possible to watch what it
seems a geographic place, but it is a
visualisation of a programme ( created
by Capozzo) analyzing itself. It is
possible to interact with this
materialisation, with 2 infrared

www.abstract-codex.net
www.katjanoppes.net
www.abstract-codex.net/exuvia/inde
x.html
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Onedotzero 10, Moving Adventures
Alessandra Migani

editions to see how things have
changed and take a look into future
visions. Among the customary
programs presented there were
wavelength. (music videos collection,)
extended play (sections of short films
and animations) and wow+flutter
(experimental animation videos and
motion graphic.)

Onedotzero , one of the most
important international digital images
festivals has just been held in London .
It focuses on nowadays digital image
aspects musing especially on young
artists and creative industry.
Onedotzero can be considered as a
meeting point and a launching pad for
international young video-makers. Its
first edition dates back to 1996 and it
was born as a week-end meeting:
2006 sees Onedotzero’s tenth annual
digital moving image festival
launching at London ‘s ICA ( Institute
of Contemporary Art .)

.

Wavelength06 is a collection of music
videos both by well-established
video-makers and new talents. It’s a
cross-section of last music video
evolutions. Music video is in fact one
of the most exploited format by
young video-makers looking for a
launching pad. As a matter of fact,
videoclip is both a mere instrument of
commercial promotion and an ideal
territory for free and surreal
experimentation. A comprehensive

Onedotzero team has always looked
towards the future. As a matter of fact
all the offered programs show how
digital image is constantly and
unstoppably changing. This year’s
edition was obviously a reflection on
what was presented during last years
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selection of promos by exceptional
artists such as Pleix with his Vitalic’s
clip “Birdy” and U.V.A . with their first
music video  a light sculpture for
Colder called “to the music” and Ne-o
who synchronized Coldcut song “The
state we are in”  a world première of a
video which is part of coming soon
Coldcut’s dvd compilation. These
were some of the artists in an
approximately 70mins program.

Lo sguardo sul passato si materializza
invece con due programmi chiamati
Spectrum # 1 e Spectrum # 2. Infatti
ripescando dall’archivio del festival, i
due programmi offrono una selezione
esaustiva di lavori selezionati passati
sugli schermi negli ultimi negli ultimi
dieci anni.
New British talent is a celebration of
British creative talent. Realized in
collaboration with Film Network, this
is an interactive BBC showcase to give
exposure to the most exciting new
British talent .

Wow+flutter 06 is a visual ideas lab for
future moving image trends, this
programme presents a spectrum of
styles spanning animation, motion
graphics and abstract
experimentation. Every video  which
is obviously used by human fantasy to
express inside worlds and reflections 
has a double aspect, on one hand
there’s a sense of constant alienation
towards contemporary society, on the
other hand there’s the desire to
escape in other dimensions or other
worlds without forgetting to laugh on
human troubles.

Onedotzero presented a series of
debut feature films from directors
whose early careers featured
screenings with Onedotzero. This new
breed of director crossed over from
music video, graphic design and
commercials to film. Well established
artists such as Spike Jonze, Michel
Gondry, Jonathan Glazer and Mike
Mills. I attended a very interesting
meeting with the video-maker Dave
Mckean . He’s a prolific talent, a
legendary cartoonist ( think about the
dark visions in a fantastic world of
Sandman or Cages in collaboration or better symbiosis -with Neil Gaiman
), illustrator and a music video maker.
He works and composes for BBC radio
and he realized his first feature film
Mirrormask last year. The transition to
feature films is apparently strange for
an artist coming from graphic
illustration and cartoons, but it was

.
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probably necessary for this artist,
who’s used to think in images.

has continually explored ideas relating
to technology  specifically man’s
interaction with it. the rnd# project [a
series of experimental films that will
number 100 made during his lifetime]
frames his ideas  a visual notepad on
this preoccupation. These short films
mix animation, digital fx and live
action, some lo-fi in approach others
polished productions. rnd is an
exploration into technology’s effect
on humanity as we enter the 21st
century. They show Fenwick’s range
and diversity as a moving image
maker, au fait with live action, drama,
factual content, animation and use of
info graphics and motion graphics.

.

In Shane Walter ‘s opinion  the festival
director, Innervision has always been
the most important festival occasion
because it is there possible to meet
filmmakers asking them questions
and having the possibility to get to
know their works better. An extremely
interesting moment was Warp
showcase which was present both as
record and cinematographic (
WarpFilms) company.
There were Phil Canning, the record
company manager, Barry Ryan,
production director, Alex Rutterford,
filmmaker, Robin MacNichols and
Matt Bateman from Flat-E [www.flate.com] , who realized a lot of visuals
for Warp’s tours.

.

Let’s mention the presence of the
young artist from Florence Alessandro
Pacciani. His short-cut Jinniku was
presented during in J-Star (the latest
survey of music videos, motion
graphics and shorts from some of
japan’s finest moving image-makers
and young talen). It is a sort of highly
technological horror, an hallucinatory

Finally there was a celebration for the
director Richard Fenwick. Fenwick
established his ideas lab ref:pnt
[reference point] for personal
exploration, and through this project
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work combining oriental philosophy
and occidental dark tones.

international landscape.
As Shane Walter says in his
introduction to the catalogue
“Onedotzero acted as a catalyst for
new inventions putting together
creative thinkers coming from
different fields, creating a clash of
minds and ideas that produced
unexpected outcomes.”

Onedotzero gives the possibility to
young talented artists to show their
works all around the world (during the
world tour passing by the most
important world cities) and it
underlines there are no more borders
among different electronic arts.
Architects can work with musicians,
designers with video makers,
cartoonists with digital animation
experts and so forth in a completely

www.onedotzero.com
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Projected Realities: Video Art From East Asia
Monica Ponzini

live this revolution at full without
forgetting their cultural roots and the
buoyancy of their near childhood.
Their works have special perspectives
and ways.

Haiku and Karaoke, Ikebana and
computer graphic. Last generation
Asian artists’ videos combine
millenary tradition and vanguard
technologies: after assimilating
traditional media message video has
become their main means of
expression to decode an ever
hastening reality.

.

So Junebum Park (b. 1976 in Seoul ,
Korea ) changes a parking area  taken
from above  into a playground in
Parking , where he pretends to move
cars and passers superimposing his
hands on the shoot; while in Puzzle
the displacements of pupil girls
become a Boss-puzzle. Kuang-Yu Tsui
(1974,Taiwan) casts himself in works
that satirize warrior culture and
shaolin martial arts films with
Eighteen Copper Guardians in ShaoLin Temple and Penetration: The
Perceptive. This work documents the
artist undergoing apparently serious,
but ultimately irrational, training to

The Asia Society in New York , until 6
th August 2006 , is holding Projected
Realities: Video Art From East Asia
exhibition (dedicated to Nam June
Paik, who passed on at the beginning
of 2006) which presents six videoartists from East Asia . Commercially
successful and technologically
advanced, today’s East Asian societies
have emerged as fertile ground for
exciting new video artwork.
These almost thirty years old artists
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become a Kung-fu master who can
intuitively perceive things without
physically seeing them.

videos Fade Into White # 4
experiments with image shading in an
ascetic approach he likens to haiku 
which is one of the most important
form of traditional Japanese poetry.
This video, shot in high contrast black
and white, stimulates the viewer’s
imagination “with a minimum of
information.” Kosemura artfully
arranges plants and flowers in formal
compositions and records their
growth and decay, collecting them
together to create a moving image
that records the passing of time, while
referencing traditional painting
practices. Rather than capture a
precise moment in time, her largescale projections depict the seasons
of the year.

The Chinese artist Wang GongXin
(1960) satirizes karaoke with his video
in which an enormous mouth and
teeth frame a group of amateur
karaoke singers. The Japanese Bak
Ikeda (1964) uses computer graphic
animation for his video narrative
about emigrant and oppressed
extraterrestrial creatures called
PiNMeN. The one minute darkly comic
PiNMeN episodes can be downloaded
on video-cellular phones.

These artists, whose works of art are
very different one to the other have a
common leaning to ironically and
inventively re-elaborate reality and a
common mastery of production
devices. Western countries should
value this artistic scenario more.

.

Kazuhiro Goshima (1969) and Mami
Kosemura (1975) carries on tradition.
Goshima’s series of digital animation

www.AsiaSociety.org
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Link index
Sonic Acts Xi, Audio-video In Dvd
http://www.sonicacts.com
Pfadfinderei, First Class Digital Shit
http://www.pfadfinderei.com/
http://www.dalbin.com/en/
http://www.myspace.com/pfadfinderei
Andreas Schlegel, Structure And Design
http://www.sojamo.de
http://www.artcom.de
Future Fashion Show: Wearing The Future
http://www.cutecircuit.com/
http://www.cutecircuit.com/now/futurefashion-catalog/
http://www.katehartman.com/projects/reconnect/index.htm
http://www.absurdee.com/HearWear/
http://www.iamgracie.com/thesis/
http://web.media.mit.edu/~stefan/hc/projects/whispiral/
Greedy Baby, Elettronica In Dvd
http://www.plaid.co.uk
http://www.softloader.com
http://www.warprecords.com
http://www.andyward.co.uk/animation/superbarrio-navigator.html
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Sonambiente, Berlin Plays From The Roots
http://www.sonambiente.net/
The Influencers
http://d-i-n-a.net/influencers/06/en/index.html
http://d-i-n-a.net/influencers/06/en/index.html
http://www.d-i-n-a.net/influencers/05/index.html
http://www.ljudmila.org/~vuk
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/008056.php
http://metamorfosis.risco.pt/English/vukCosic-en.html
http://www.djspooky.com/
http://www.molleindustria.it/
http://www.nskstate.com/
http://www.frigomag.it/
http://www.chicksonspeed.com/
Biomapping, Emotive Shared Atmospheres
http://www.biomapping.net
http://www.softhook.com
Digital Art Week, Meeting Point A Zurigo
http://www.artinstituteseattle.com/media-arts
http://www.jg.inf.ethz.ch/wiki/DAW
http://cfisrv.finearts.uvic.ca/interactivefuture
http://www.hcipatterns.org/
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http://www.gre.ac.uk/%7Egs04
http://www.maybites.ch/tikiwiki/tiki-index.php?page=px1m0d
http://www.kosmophone.com/
http://ascendre.free.fr/
http://www.heinrichlueber.ch/
Contaminating Vicissitudes Of Art And Science
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~hsdept/faculty/galison/picturing_science.html
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/node2530.html
http://www.scienzarte.it/attivita/attivitaintervistasciart.htm
No Brand’s World
http://www.jensbrand.com
Satellite Jockey, Audiovideo 2.0
http://www.roquigny.info/
http://www.roquigny.info/
http://www.visitorsstudio.org/index.php?diff=-120
http://www.comatonse.com/
http://www.rssjockey.com
http://www.satellitejockey.net/
L’artista Indagatore E Il Ruolo Dei Media
http://www.artechmedia.net
http://www.montsearbelojosebafranco.com
http://www.marceliantunez.com
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http://www.marceliantunez.com
Sonar 2006: Que Viva Barcelona!
http://www.moebio.com
http://www.arduino.cc
http://www.earthwindandfirewire.com
http://www.mediawar.com/sxndrx
http://www.ryojiikeda.com
http://www.edirol.net
http://www.sonar.es
Santarcangelo 06. Emozioni Quotidiane
http://www.santarcangelofestival.com/
Theare Of Art And Ardor
http://www.fannyalexander.org/archivio/index.html
http://www.heliogabalus.org/
Softwares Sensoriali E Materiali Digitali
http://www.abstract-codex.net
http://www.katjanoppes.net
http://www.abstract-codex.net/exuvia/index.html
Onedotzero 10, Moving Adventures
http://www.onedotzero.com/home.php
Projected Realities: Video Art From East Asia
http://www.asiasociety.org/
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